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ABSTRACT

Dynamics in wildlife populations emerge from the interactions between individuals and
their environment. Constraints between individual nutrition and food availability are
therefore fundamental to understanding how species adapt to environmental variability
and to identify mechanisms controlling population-level processes. Brown bears (Ursus
arctos) exhibit a wide variety of life history traits across its distribution that may be a
consequence of differences in their diet. Amount and quality of nutritional resources
influence individual energy storage and this plays a central role in female reproductive
success. Using energetic simulations models I integrated existing knowledge of
energetics and nutrition to explore how the interactions among the ecology and
physiology of brown bears, and the nutritional quality of the bear’s habitat influence body
mass and thus reproductive success. The model simulates the transfer of energy and
protein from the environment to the individual, accounting for allocation in maintenance,
growth and reproduction. Results reveal that: lean tissue and high protein foods play a
fundamental role in reproductive success of bears. The relationship between protein
available early in the season and energy available late in the season determine the
allocation of nutrients in growth and reproduction and thus influence life history traits
such as body size. Minimum levels of fat reserves necessary to support reproduction
during hibernation varied from 19% to 33% of the total body mass depending on the
number of cubs and length of lactation. However, when nutritional environments are poor
(resource limiting) lactating bears require higher levels of denning body fat to support
lactation after den emergence. Interactions between the digestive tract capacity of bears
and food resource quality limit mass gain in bears and thus female reproductive success.

Results reveal that brown bear populations in Alberta are restricted by the nutritional
quality of its environment. This has two management consequences for Alberta’s
threatened population: (1) it limits the carrying capacity of bears resulting in small
population sizes; and (2) rate of population recovery will be slower than what has been
observed in other populations such as the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem. This study
provides insight into how nutritional factors control reproductive success in brown bears
how this ultimately affects population processes.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTORY CHAPTER

1. INTRODUCTION

Why do species occupy particular ecosystems?
Why do con-specifics differ in life history traits among populations?
What are the factors driving population dynamics?
How will species respond to landscape change?

These are core questions in the disciplines of ecology and wildlife management. To better
understand these questions, a deeper knowledge is needed of how animals interact with
their environment (Robbins, 1993; Schwartz and Hobbs, 1995; Barbosa et al., 2009).

A basic element of these interactions is that all living organisms must transfer energy and
matter from their environment to themselves in order to live and reproduce (Robbins,
1993; Lovegrove, 2006). Energy is the fuel used in all chemical reactions that support life
(Stevenson, 2006; Barbosa et al. 2009), and proteins are the main component of the
structural body mass and enzymatic activity in animals (Robbins, 1993; Caolin, 2004).
Environmental factors (e.g. food availability and quality) and organism’s physiological
characteristics (e.g. metabolic demands, digestive capacity) constrain these energetic
flows, thereby affecting the supply of energy and protein necessaries for maintenance,
growth and reproduction. Because these constraints directly influence survival and
reproduction they have potential to shape life history traits and differentiate populations
(Garland and Carter, 1994; Barboza et al., 2009).

Studies of wildlife nutrition and energetics can provide a mechanistic perspective of how
wildlife and habitat interact and its effect on individual fitness. Wildlife nutrition links
the nutrients demands of the organism with the nutrients supplies from their habitat
(Barbosa et al., 2009; Raubenheimer et al., 2009), establishing the physiological elements
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that are critical to life (Robbins, 1993). Energetic studies often assess the rate and at
which individuals assimilate energy from the environment to support maintenance,
growth and reproduction, accounting for the constraints in energy acquisition and
allocation (Kooijman, 2000; Stevenson, 2006).

Together, these approaches have revealed that individual nutrition and energetic
constraints influence reproduction, behaviour and survival through different mechanisms.
In mammals, reproduction is influenced by the nutrients (fat, protein and mineral) content
of the mother’s body which passes to her offspring during pregnancy and lactation.
Energy and nutrient requirements, in combination with the spatial-temporal distribution
of food resources, influence food habits and foraging behaviour (Robbins, 1993; Nielsen
et al., 2010; Coogan et al., 2012). Individual survival is affected by the body reserves
(lipid and protein) that can be used in fasting periods (Caolin, 2004; Dunn et al., 1982;
McCue, 2010), and low nutritional conditions increase vulnerability to disease and
predation (Robbins, 1993; Barbosa et al 2009).

In my dissertation I have used brown bears (Ursus arctos) as a focal species to explore
how constraints in energy and nutrient acquisition and allocation influence reproductive
success and I link this to population processes, such as population density, carrying
capacity and growth rates. In this introductory chapter, I first present background
information necessary to understand the ecology and physiology of brown bears and how
this influences individual nutrition and energetics. I follow this by presenting the main
questions and objectives of my research and how they are organized in this document.

1.1 Brown bears

Brown bears are one of most extensively distributed large carnivore in the world,
occupying a wide range of habitats from tundra, desert and montane environments to
temperate forest (McLellan et al., 2008; McCarthy et al., 2009; Bojarska and Selva,
2011). Bear populations exhibit a variety of life history traits, such as body size, litter
size, age of first litter primiparity (age of first litter) and inter-litter interval (Hilderbrand
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et al., 1999b; Ferguson and McLoughlin, 2000; Zedrosser et al., 2009; 2011). Differences
in life history traits might be highly influenced by the spatial and temporal variability in
food resources, which ultimately constraint the energy and protein intake and storage
necessary to support reproduction (Farley and Robbins, 1995; Bojarska and Selva, 2011;
López-Alfaro et al., 2013; Nielsen et al., 2013).

A critical energetic bottleneck faced by all reproductive female brown bears is the
hibernation or denning phase. The denning period generally extends between 120 to 210
days depending on food availability (Farley and Robbins, 1995; Friebe et al., 2001;
Schwartz et al., 2003; Hilderbrand et al., 2000). During this phase, bears stop eating,
reduce their activity and minimize their protein catabolism to decrease energetic costs
(Watts and Jonkel, 1988; Barboza et al., 1997; Tøien et al., 2011; Robbins et al., 2012a).
Throughout this phase, lactating females give birth and start nourishment. Litter size
varies between 1 and 3 cubs, and depending on maternal denning body fat content,
nourishment of cubs through lactation can last for 60 to 74 days during hibernation
(Robbins et al., 2012b). To support maintenance and reproduction costs during
hibernation, bears use the fat and lean mass accumulated during the active period (Farley
and Robbins, 1995; Robbins et al., 2012b).

Brown bears accumulate lean mass during the spring and early summer, while fat reserve
is accumulated during late summer and early fall (Hilderbrand et al., 1999a; Felicetti et
al., 2003). Fat mass gained before to hibernation has been recognized as a key factor in
the reproductive success of bears (Atkinson and Ramsay, 1995; Atkinson et al., 1996;
Farley and Robbins, 1995; Hilderbrand et al., 2000; Robbins et al., 2012b). Energy
storage as fat provides approximately seven times more energy than energy storage as
lean mass (Blaxter, 1989). However, lean tissue provides the protein necessary for fetus
develop and milk production (Blaxter, 1989; Robbins, 1993; Farley and Robbins, 1995;
Molnár et al., 2009). Consequently, lean mass gained before to hibernation also has an
important role in reproductive success (López-Alfaro et al., 2013). Despite the
importance of body reserves on female reproductive success, little is known about
minimum thresholds of fat and lean mass necessary to support reproduction and how
these vary among environments typical of current brown bear range.
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The nutritional quality of food resources available affects the energy and protein intake
and therefore affects the reproductive success of bears. Brown bears have an omnivorous
foraging strategy (Robbins et al., 2004; 2006), and depending on food availability, bear
diets can go from largely carnivorous to largely herbivorous (Hilderbrand et al., 1999b;
Bojarska and Selva, 2011). A number of studies have shown how food resources
influence life history traits in bears. Hilderbrand et al. (1999b) found that the proportion
of meat, especially salmon (Oncorhynchus spp.), has a direct impact in female body size,
litter size and population density. But in a similar analysis, McLellan (2011) found that
when populations having access to salmon are excluded from this analysis, amount of
dietary meat is negatively correlated to population density. In addition, primary
productivity and seasonality influence reproductive traits such as age of primiparity and
inter-birth interval (Ferguson and McLoughlin, 2000).

Food habits and nutritional studies have been among the first steps taken to understand
bear-habitat relationships (Mattson et al., 1991; Hovey and McLellan, 1995; Munro et al.,
2006; Fortin et al., 2013). Studies of food habits often describe changes in diet
composition (food items) through the active period, while nutritional studies measure the
energy and protein contents for different bear food items such as: ungulates, salmon,
berries, ants, green vegetation, mushrooms, roots and nuts (Hamer and Herrero, 1987;
Pritchard and Robbins, 1990; Noyce et al., 1997; Welch et al., 1997; Swenson et al. 1999;
Rode et al., 2001; Mattson et al., 2004; Coogan et al., 2012). These studies, however, do
not provide a nutritional evaluation for the complete diet, which has limited our capacity
to compare among ecosystems and understand the nutritional mechanisms affecting the
reproductive success of bears and thus differences in life history traits.

Nutritional quality of the bear diet, together with bear physiological factors, constrains
the total energy and protein assimilated and therefore influences fitness in bears.
Necessary food intake is based on energy and protein requirements, which increase with
reproduction (Robbins, 1993). Energy maintenance cost depends on the individual body
mass (McNab, 2008) and for brown bears this cost increases from 1 – 3 times depending
on the diet protein content (Pritchard and Robbins 1989; Rode et al., 2000; Felicetti et al.,
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2003; Robbins et al., 2007; Erlenbach et al., 2014). Protein maintenance cost depends on
the metabolic body mass (EUN, Robbins, 1993) and dry matter intake (MFN, Pritchard
and Robbins, 1989). Digestive tract capacity in relation to food digestibility, limits the
rate of nutrient intake (Robbins, 1993; Barbosa et al., 2009). Finally, the spatial
distribution of food resources determines foraging efficiency (Welch et al., 1997; Rode et
al., 2001; Robbins et al., 2007).

Physiological and nutritional elements influencing bear body mass dynamics influence
reproductive success in bears and therefore affect population dynamics. Several studies
have highlighted the importance of food resources on brown bear reproductive success
and population dynamic (Hilderbrand et al., 1999b; Ferguson and McLoughlin, 2000;
McLellan, 2011; Nielsen et al., 2010; 2013). Little has been done, however, to integrate
different aspects of brown bear physiology and their nutritional landscape in
understanding the mechanisms influencing bear body mass dynamics under different
environmental conditions.

1.2 Brown bears in Alberta

In 2010 the brown bear population in Alberta was listed as a threatened species due to
their small population size (~700 bears), life history attributes and the potential negative
impacts of human interventions in bear habitat (ASRD and ACA, 2010). Bear
populations are limited to the western part of the province associated with the foothills,
mountains and western boreal forest (Munro et al., 2006). Alberta populations differ
dramatically in individual density (4.8 to 18.1 bear/1000 km2) and body condition (ASRD
and ACA, 2010). Differences in population density are also observed in areas outside
Alberta. In southwest British Columbia, bear density is 25-55 individuals/1000 km2
(McLellan 2011; Zedrosser et al., 2011) and in the Yellowstone ecosystem (USA) it is
13-16 individuals /1000km2 (Zedrosser et al., 2011).

Lower population densities in Alberta may be a consequence of two processes. First, the
limited concentration of nutritious food resources (e.g., lack of salmon or low berry
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production), and a short growing season (Munro et al., 2006) limit the store of lean and
fat mass before to denning, affecting maternal reproductive success. Second, the increase
in mortality rates due to habitat disturbances (e.g., forest harvesting, energy
developments, road building; Nielsen et al. 2004b; Nielsen et al. 2008).

Over the past decade numerous habitat studies have increased our knowledge of brown
bear-habitat interactions in Alberta (Munro et al. 2006; Nielsen et al. 2003, 2004a, b, c,
2006, 2010). Recent emphasis has focussed on assessing nutritional landscapes (Nielsen
et al. 2010) and relating this to individual body condition, reproductive success and
population dynamics (Nielsen et al., 2013). However, studies that link individual
energetic requirements and nutritional landscape to population level phenomena have not
been fully explored. This knowledge is necessary to define population recovery targets in
Alberta, together with improving land management plans.

1.3 Dissertation Outline

In this dissertation I have explored how key elements in the physiology of brown bears
and their nutritional landscape interact to affect reproductive success. To reach this goal I
built two mechanistic simulation models. First, is a Nutritional Landscape model (NL
model) that simulates the temporal changes in the digestible protein (kg) and energy
(kcal) available in one kilogram of fresh diet. These diets represent the combination of
different food items (e.g., berries, vegetation, ungulates) among ecosystems by
approximating the average food habits of bears in Alberta (Munro et al., 2006), Flathead
(McLellan and Hovey, 1995) and Yellowstone (Mattson et al., 1991; Fortin et al., 2013).
Second, is an energetic model that integrates brown bear physiology and ecology with
nutritional landscape information to simulate the daily body mass dynamics (fat and lean
mass gain/loss) of brown bears. During hibernation, body mass dynamics depends on
maintenance and reproduction costs. Throughout the active period, the model
incorporates daily nutritional intake using the diet information from the NL model. The
model operates on a set of scenarios reflecting reproductive strategies (non-
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lactating/lactating, litter size, lactation period) and environmental conditions (hibernation
length, bear diets) using a set initial body condition.
I used these models to explore three questions. In Chapter 2 (“Energetic of hibernation
and reproductive trade-offs in brown bears”) I identified the energetic constraints and
reproductive energetic costs for lactating bears during hibernation. For this purpose I used
the energetics model in the hibernation phase to address three specific questions: 1) what
are the energetic trade-offs for hibernating female brown bears, 2) how does
environmental variability affect reproductive success based on maternal condition,
lactation period, litter size and hibernation length and 3) what are the minimum body fat
requirements necessary to support reproduction under different hibernation lengths.
In Chapter 3 (“Assessing the nutritional quality of brown bears diets among interior
ecosystems in North America”) I evaluate the nutritional quality of brown bear diets. I
used the NL model to ask two specific questions: 1) what are the differences in nutritional
quality (e.g., amount of digestible protein and energy) of bear diets in west-central
Alberta, the Flathead, and both the historical (1977 - 1987) and recent (2007 – 2009) diet
in the Great Yellowstone ecosystem; and 2) what food resources are most critical for
providing energy and protein to bears in each ecosystem.
In Chapter 4 (“Linking individual nutrition to brown bear populations: an energetic
perspective”) I used the energetics model (from hibernation to the end of the active
period) to explore three specific questions: 1) what are the energy and protein
requirements of bears during the active period; 2) what are the trade-offs and key
elements of bear physiology and nutritional quality of foods available that influence body
mass dynamics; and 3) what is the impact of Alberta’s food resources on reproductive
success of bears and population recovery.

Finally, Chapter 5 represents the conclusions chapter where I summarize the results and
management implications of my research. I also discuss their implications in a broader
framework suggesting future research topics. This dissertation is structured as “Paper
Format”. Chapters 2, 3 and 4 have been formatted for Journal of Ecological Modelling.
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CHAPTER 21
ENERGETICS OF HIBERNATION AND REPRODUCTIVE
TRADE-OFFS IN BROWN BEARS

1. INTRODUCTION
Maternal fitness is partly a function of a mothers’ ability to transfer energy and protein
from the environment to her offspring (Brown et al., 1993; Lovegrove, 2006).
Environmental factors (e.g. food availability) and an organism’s physiology (e.g.
metabolic demands) constrain this energy flux (Lovegrove, 2006). Reproduction
constitutes one of the most expensive energetic demands in mammals, and lactation is
more costly than gestation (Robbins, 1993; Stearns 1992). Thus, strategies used to
allocate reproductive energy in different environments should be under strong selection
and have the potential to differentiate populations (Barboza et al., 2009; Garland and
Carter, 1994).

Brown bear (Ursus arctos) reproductive costs are especially high because, unlike most
mammals, fetal and early neonatal growth occurs after the female has entered the winter
den and begun fasting (Atkinson and Ramsay, 1995; Farley and Robbins, 1995; Oftedal
et al., 1993; Ramsay and Dunbrack, 1986). To support these energetic costs, bears rely on
fat and lean reserves accumulated during their active, non-hibernating period (Atkinson
and Ramsay, 1995; Farley and Robbins, 1995). Limitations to the accumulation of fat
mass and lean mass (muscle tissue) during the active period may therefore restrict
reproductive investments resulting in variations in litter size and length of lactation
during hibernation (Robbins et al., 2012b). By identifying the major energetic trade-offs
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in reproduction, we can better understand how bears have adapted to different ecosystems
and thus predict their responses to environmental change.

Food resources vary both spatially and temporally (Coogan et al., 2012; Nielsen et al.,
2003; Nielsen et al., 2010). Brown bears have developed several adaptive strategies for
dealing with environmental uncertainties in resource supply, which ultimately affects
maternal body condition and reproductive effort. For example, females that are too lean
(< 20% body fat) at the start of hibernation will not implant developing embryos, whereas
fat mothers will implant embryos, give birth earlier, and produce better or more milk than
lean mothers (Hissa, 1997; Robbins et al., 2012b). Depending on maternal condition, the
date of implantation and thus birth can vary by 39 or more days (Bridges et al., 2011;
Robbins et al., 2012b). Thus, fatter mothers are able to nurse their cubs longer in the den
and thereby produce larger cubs with a better chance of survival following den
emergence (Robbins et al., 2012b). Brown bear litter size commonly varies from 1 to 3
cubs, which may be a consequence of maternal condition, body size, age, and human
persecution history (Zedrosser et al., 2011). Cubs born in larger litters are often smaller at
den emergence than those born in smaller litters (Derocher and Stirling, 1998; Farley and
Robbins, 1995; Robbins et al., 2012b). Total lactation cost may not, however, increase in
proportion to litter size, as the total new-born mass of litters of triplets was 17% less than
that of twins (Robbins et al. 2012b). Consequently, the amount of milk produced by a
lactating female brown bear is likely determined by the amount of available reserves that
exceed her own survival needs, and not by cub demand.

In bears, the proportion of lean tissue versus fat reserves used to supply energy is largely
influenced by the body fat content at the time of denning (Atkinson and Ramsay, 1995;
Robbins, 1993). When body fat reserves are high, the main source of energy is fat, but
when fat reserves are low, due either to inadequate active season food resources or
prolonged hibernation, lean mass is increasingly used as an energy source (Caolin 2004;
Dunn et al., 1982; McCue, 2010). Because of this, most hibernation studies have focused
on the role of fat in determining reproductive success (Atkinson and Ramsay, 1995;
Atkinson et al., 1996; Farley and Robbins, 1995; Hilderbrand et al., 2000). Little effort
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has been made to understand the role of protein reserves in affecting bear reproductive
success and the temporal processes of lean tissue and fat depletion during hibernation.

Energetic costs of hibernating female brown bears depends on several factors including:
(1) reproductive investment related to the number of cubs born, length of lactation in the
den and the amount and quality of milk produced, (2) maternal condition when entering
the den determine fat and lean reserves available for self-survival and reproduction, and
(3) length of hibernation. Although each of these factors is well-known, little is known
about the trade-offs between them. Due to the multitude of factors that affect the
energetic budget of bears, empirical approaches to assessing these trade-offs is
impractical or difficult to implement. Model simulations have become an important tool
for understanding complex processes in ecology (Starfield, 1997; Owen-Smith, 2007),
determining key parameters in population dynamics (López-Alfaro et al., 2012; Mazari et
al., 2006; Starfield and Bleloch, 1991), and exploring new scenarios including survival
thresholds (Fahrig, 1998; Hildenbrandt et al., 2006; Molnár et al., 2010; Wiegand et al.,
1998). In this study we developed a simulation model of hibernating female brown bears
using published equations and parameters for individual energetic components. Our
objectives were to evaluate the energy and protein costs of reproduction for hibernating
female brown bears, to identify energetic trade-offs between reproductive investment and
self-survival, and evaluate how these trade-offs might vary under different environmental
conditions. Variables assessed include maternal condition (denning body fat content),
length of lactation, litter size, and length of hibernation.

2. METHODS
2.1 Model design and purpose

Energetic demands of hibernating females can be divided into maintenance and
reproductive costs. Energy maintenance cost (MtbHib) is a function of body mass (Table
1; Blaxter, 1989; Robbins et al., 2012a; Tøien et al., 2011). During hibernation bears are
able to recycle the nitrogen from their urea and thus conserve protein (Barbosa et al.,
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1997; Tøien et al., 2011). In our model we therefore assumed no protein requirements for
physiological maintenance. For lactating bears, the energy and protein costs of fetal
growth and milk production were added to the expected maintenance cost for nonlactating bears (see reproduction sub-model). Tissue reserves that can be used to support
these costs were partitioned into lean and fat mass. As long as abundant fat is available to
meet energy requirements, bears conserve protein during hibernation (Barboza et al.,
1997; Ramsay and Dunbrack, 1986). Energy stored as fat has nearly seven times more
energy than lean mass (energy content of fat: 9.1 kcal/g; lean mass: 1.2 kcal/g; Blaxter,
1989, Farley and Robbins, 1995). However, lean mass provides the protein used for
growth of the fetus and neonate (Caolin, 2004; Koijman, 2000; Molnar et al., 2009).

Our model simulates the energetic balance of hibernating bears by integrating the main
metabolic mechanisms that determine the use of lean and fat reserves during hibernation
for non-lactating and lactating bears (Fig. 1, Table 1). The model was developed in Stella
10 (Isee Systems, Inc., 2006) using a daily time step. Day one corresponds to den entry
and the final model simulation day corresponds to den emergence. Each day the model
accounts for the use of lean and fat reserves to supply the energy and protein costs of
hibernation using two separate pathways (i.e., one for lean and the other for fat). We used
an algorithm called “Daily mass loss composition” to estimate the daily proportion of
each body component that is lost depending on the animal’s body fat content. Daily mass
loss composition was parameterized based on the fit with other studies (see section 2.4).
Protein content of the lean mass was assumed to be 21.1% (Blaxter, 1989; Farley and
Robbins, 1995). Because metabolic rate increases at the beginning and the end of
hibernation (Friebe et al., 2013; Robbins et al., 2012b; Tøien et al., 2011,), we increase
MtbHib during the initial and final two weeks of hibernation to a maximum of 50%
above baseline rates.

2.2 Reproduction sub-model

The reproduction sub-model simulates the energetic cost of gestation and lactation, which
vary with litter size and length of lactation. Gestation cost was assumed to be the cost of
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the growth of the fetus and gravid uterus. The cost of fetal growth was set at 80% of the
total gestation cost, while gravid uterus was the remaining 20% (Robbins, 1993). Costs
for fetal growth includes the energy used to maintain fetal tissues as well as the protein
and fat accumulated in growth. Because there was no available information on the body
composition of neonatal brown bears, we used data from the closely related American
black bear (Ursus americanus; Oftedal et al., 1993).

Brown bears are delayed implanters that breed in May and June with the developing
embryos implanting for sufficiently fat bears by early November (Spady et al., 2007).
Small, altricial cubs are born in early January after a gestation period of 60 days (Ramsay
and Dunbrack, 1986; Robbins et al., 2012b). Neonatal mass varies from 250 – 400 g for
European brown bears (Hissa, 1997) and up to 0.650 kg for North American brown bears
(Robbins et al., 2012b). In our simulations, we assumed the newborn body mass to be
constant at 0.650 kg (Robbins et al., 2012b). Because fetal growth across a wide range of
mammals follows a curvilinear function that sharply increases during the final third of
pregnancy (Robbins, 1993), we distributed the energy and protein accumulated by cubs
during gestation to be proportional to this curve with an assumed gestation period of 60
days (Ramsay and Dunbrack, 1986; Robbins et al., 2012b). We varied birth dates over a
14 day interval to explore the energetic costs of early and late births. Length of lactation
therefore varied from 60 to 74 days pre-emergence and is defined by the initial model
condition.

Energy and protein demands for lactation were based on those reported in Farley and
Robbins (1995). Daily milk production per cub was multiplied by the number of cubs,
which was defined as the original litter size. We used this approach to explore why
lactating females do not seem to increase milk production in proportion to the number of
cubs (Robbins et al., 2012b). We included a "milk production efficiency” parameter, to
represent the conversion efficiency of the mother’s tissue energy to milk energy and we
set the value to 85% (Blaxter, 1989).
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2.3 Initial model conditions

Initial inputs included maternal body mass (kg), initial body fat content (%), length of
hibernation (days), length of lactation (days), and number of cubs. Each condition is
described below.

Body mass and initial body fat content: Body masses of the females were based on those
of Farley and Robbins (1995). Because we wanted to explore the energetic trade-offs
faced by hibernating bears of different body condition, we set lean mass at 100 kg and
varied initial body fat content from 20%, 30% and 40%. Consequently, initial body
masses were 125, 143 and 167 kg, respectively.

Length of Hibernation: In general, hibernation length increases with latitude (Johnson
and Pelton, 1980) with the number of days ranging from 120 to 210 days (Schwartz et al.,
2003). We used the following four hibernation lengths to reflect this range: 120, 150, 180
and 210 days.

Length of lactation and number of cubs: To evaluate reproductive costs, we simulated
lactating bears with a litter size of either 1 or 2 cubs and birth at either 60 or 74 days
before den emergence. This resulted in the following five reproductive strategies: (1)
Non-lactating (Non-Lac.), (2) Lactating for 60 days and one cub (Lac. 60 days, 1 cub),
(3) Lactating for 60 days and two cubs (Lac. 60 days, 2 cubs), (4) Lactating for 74 days
and one cub (Lac. 74 days, 1 cub) and (5) Lactating for 74 days and two cubs (Lac. 74
days, 2 cubs). We did not simulate litters of three cubs because lactation costs are similar
to that of twins (Robbins et al., 2012b).

2.4 “Daily mass loss composition” algorithm, model calibration and validation

Most studies of hibernating bears have measured the average mass lost across the entire
hibernation period and have related this to body fat content at den entry (Atkinson et al.,
1996; Farley and Robbins, 1995; Robbins et al., 2012a). Because we were interested in
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exploring the dynamics of body mass loss and the role of protein reserves on a daily time
step, we parameterized an algorithm to estimate the daily proportion of fat and lean mass
used to supply energy demands depending on the body fat content (%) on that day. The
composition of mass loss in other species depends on the time-specific body composition,
and protein is used as an energy source only when certain thresholds of fat depletion have
been reached (Dunn et al., 1982; McCue, 2010). Below this threshold, the proportion of
lean reserves used as energy sources increases linearly.

We parameterized the threshold under which lean mass is used as an energy source and
calibrated the model using two empirical studies for hibernating brown bears (Farley and
Robbins, 1995; Hilderbrand et al., 2000). For parameterization, we ran the model using
threshold values from 5% - 20% in increments of 1%. We chose the parameter value that
gave us the most similar result in comparison to the empirical data (Farley and Robbins,
1995 and Hilderbrand et al., 2000). In addition we also validated the model with
independent data from a long-term study of free-ranging brown bears in Sweden
(Swenson et al., 1995; Zedrosser et al., 2009, 2013). We replicated the conditions
described in these studies and compared the model outcome with their results.

For the study of Farley and Robbins (1995), we simulated the body mass loss for bears
with an initial mass of 80, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300 and 350 kg during 120 days of
hibernation. Because denning body fat content was not reported in their study, we
assumed a random value between 22% to 30% body fat. For lactating bears, we simulated
gestation and lactation for 2 cubs born 60 days before den emergence and a maternal fall
body mass of between 150 to 170 kg.

For the Hilderbrand et al. (2000) study (Fig. 2b), we simulated the hibernation of nonlactating and lactating bears with 2 cubs across 189, 208, and 227 days of hibernation.
For non-lactating bears, fall body mass varied randomly between 218 and 278 kg and
body fat content varied randomly between 26 and 40%. For lactating bears, fall body
mass varied randomly between 200 and 260 kg and body fat content varied randomly
between 22 and 43%.
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We subsequently used data of free-ranging Scandinavian brown bears (Swenson et al.,
1995; Zedrosser et al., 2009, 2013) collected between 1984-2012 to validate that the
adjusted model could accurately predict the characteristics of mass loss and reproduction
for hibernating bears (Fig. 2c). All females were ≥ 5 years. Fall body masses were based
on bears killed during the regular hunting season in August and September. Spring body
masses were from bears captured in late April and early May (Arnemo et al., 2011). We
simulated the hibernation of non-lactating and lactating bears with 2 cubs during 181
days of hibernation (Friebe et al., 2001). Body mass was estimated randomly from a
normal distribution curve with an average of 130.9 ± 29.1 kg. Because denning body fat
content was unknown, we assumed a random value between 20% to 30% body fat.

2.5 Sensitivity analysis

We used a Sensitivity Index (Sx) to estimate the effects of parameters on model
predictions (Bendoricchio and Jorgensen, 2001). The Index relates changes in a variable’s
response with changes in the parameter using Equation 1:

Eq. 1 𝑆𝑥 =

(𝑅𝑉1− 𝑅𝑉0 )/𝑅𝑉0
,
(𝑃1− 𝑃0 )/𝑃0

where RV0 is the response variable in the base condition, RV1 is the response variable
after changing the parameter, P0 is the parameter in the base condition and P1 is the
parameter change with all other parameters kept constant. Sensitivity was assessed for
five model parameters (Table 2) with an increase and decrease in parameters of 5%, 25%
and 50%. We used the “average daily mass loss (kg) during lactation” as the response
variable and ran the model for 120 days; initial body mass of 160 kilograms, nursing two
cubs over 60 days and with denning fat content varying randomly between 22-30%.
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2.6 Model simulation experiments

We ran simulations for all three initial body fat contents, four lengths of hibernation and
five reproductive strategies. Because “lactation strategies” have a source of estimated
variability (e.g., milk energy and protein content), we ran 100 repetitions for each
combination. To measure the reproductive energetic cost, we accounted for the energy
(kcal) and protein (kg) needed to support reproduction and converted these to fat and lean
mass, respectively.

We explored survival time for hibernating bears with different reproductive strategies
based on their denning body fat content. For this purpose we ran the model and recorded
fasting mortality when 30% of lean mass was depleted independently of the remaining
body fat reserves or when 95% of fat mass was depleted. Fasting studies in other
mammals have shown that animals die from protein depletion, which can range as high as
30 to 50% (Caolin 2004; Cherel et al., 1992; Le Maho et al., 1988).

3. RESULTS
3.1 Model parameterization and sensitivity
3.1.1 “Daily mass loss composition” parameterization, model calibration and validation
Parameterization of “daily mass loss composition” for both lactating and non-lactating
bears suggested a body fat threshold of 17% beyond which all energy necessary for
maintenance and reproduction was supplied by fat. When the body fat content was ≤
17%, the contribution of fat to energy needed decreased linearly to zero with the
difference provided by lean mass. Simulations for bears less than 250 kg (Fig. 2-2a)
resulted in marginal underestimates of average daily mass loss compared to measures
from Farley and Robbins (1995), while slightly overestimating body mass and fat loss
and underestimating lean mass loss when compared to Hilderbrand et al. (2000) (Fig. 22b). Model validation (Fig. 2-2c) with data from free-ranging bears produced slight
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underestimates of spring body mass for non-lactating and lactating female bears.
However, the range of values produced by the simulations was within the range of
observations. Thus, the general results of the calibration and validation suggested that the
model realistically estimated body mass loss by bears across different length of
hibernation.

Differences observed in body mass loss between simulations and empirical studies
(Farley and Robbins 1995; Hilderbrand et al 2000) could be explained by several factors.
First, we had to assume certain ranges of values because some required information that
was not measured (i.e. denning body fat content, length of hibernation). Second, the
results of Farley & Robbins (1995) showed a non-linear relationship between daily mass
loss and body mass which is not represented in the equation used to estimate the MtbHib.
Third, the model may overestimate energetic demands for fatter bears because it is based
on overall body mass and does not consider the ratio of fat to lean mass, which probably
has a higher metabolic rate than fat. Fourth, cost of lactation was calculated based on a
single study where female lean mass was approximately 100 kg (Farley and Robbins
1995), and milk production in the model did not vary with maternal body size and
condition.

3.1.2 Model sensitivity

Sensitivity analysis showed that the model was sensitive to the milk energy content,
“milk production efficiency”, and the “daily mass loss composition” parameters (Table
2). An increase of 10% in “milk energy content” increased the average daily mass loss by
25%. An increase of 10% in “daily mass loss composition parameter” increased “average
daily mass loss” by 26%. Neonatal mass and length of gestation period had a low impact
on model outputs. Changes of up to 50% in these parameters resulted in < 2% change in
average daily mass loss.
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3.2 Energetics of hibernating bears

3.2.1

Energetic reproductive costs of brown bears

Reproductive costs increased as either more cubs were produced or length of lactation
increased, although the cost of a 14 day increase in length of lactation while denned was
less costly than an increase in litter size from 1 to 2 cubs (Table 2-3). Total reproductive
costs across the range of litter size and lactation length ranged from ~30,000 to 93,000
kcal and from ~2 to 6 kg of protein. This amount of energy could be met by the female
mobilizing ~3 to 10 kg of fat, and protein requirements can be met by ~9 to 28 kg of lean
mass. Lean mass necessary to supply protein demands for reproduction averaged ~73%
of the total body mass loss necessary to support reproduction (Table 2-3). Gestation costs
were minimal (between 1 – 4 % of the total reproductive cost) when compared to the cost
of lactation.

3.2.2 Bioenergetic trade-offs

As expected, an increase in length of hibernation increased energy demands and therefore
total body mass loss for all reproductive classes (Fig. 2-3 a, b, c, d, e). The increase in
body mass loss for bears of different initial body fat content was not, however, consistent
with an increase in energy demands. Energy demands were higher for fatter bears,
although the percentage of body mass loss was lower. The rate of increase in energy
requirements through the hibernation period was constant, but the increase in the rate of
body mass loss varied with initial body fat content. Because leaner bears must use lean
mass earlier than fat bears, lean bears lost a greater proportion of body mass than fat
bears.

As expected, the threshold for mortality (i.e., 30% loss of lean mass) was reached faster
when denning body fat was lower (Fig. 2-4). The combination of long hibernation and
low fat reserves limited reproduction. Minimum levels of fat reserves necessary to
support reproduction varied from 19% to 33%. Reproduction was not possible if body fat
content was below 19% and length of hibernation was over 120 days. When initial body
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fat content was ≥ 40%, lean mass loss was constant for all reproductive strategies because
lean mass loss was solely used for meeting the protein needs of milk production (Fig. 24).

3.2.3 Relationship between body condition and survival

There was a slight curvilinear increase in survival time as the initial body fat content
increased (Fig. 5). When denning body fat content was over 15%, each one unit increase
in the percent body fat content at the start of hibernation increased the survival time by 12
days. For the same length of hibernation, lactating bears needed ~3% more body fat than
non-lactating bears to sustain the ‘cheapest’ reproductive strategy (i.e. lactation of 60
days and 1 cub). As the number of cubs increased from one to two or the length of
lactation increased from 60 to 74 days, an additional 2% body fat content was required to
meet those needs.

The additional survival time (Y in days) above that occurring for bears having a minimum
of 15% body fat can be predicted by the following equations, where X = denning body fat
content (%).

Eq. 2

Non-lactating bear

Y = 11.4X – 68

Eq.3

Lact.60 days, 1 cub

Y = 10.5X – 78

Eq.4

Lact.74 days, 1 cub

Y = 10.7X – 98

Eq.5

Lact.60 days, 2 cubs

Y = 10.7X – 115

Eq.6

Lact.74 days, 2 cubs

Y = 10.5X – 153
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4. DISCUSSION
Several empirical studies have measured loss of body mass and metabolic rates of
hibernating bears (Atkinson 1996; Atkinson and Ramsay 1995, Farley and Robbins 1995;
Hildebrand et al. 2000; Robbins et al. 2012b; Tøien et al., 2011; Watts 1990). Recent
simulation studies have explored how physiological and environmental conditions
influence energetic trade-offs, reproductive success, and survival in polar bears (Ursus
maritimus; Molnar et al., 2009; Robbins et al., 2012a). Our study is the first to integrate
different sources of information on body mass loss, metabolic rates, and reproduction
during hibernation in brown bears. We also evaluate energy and protein costs in separate
pathways for reproduction and the dynamics of lean and fat depletion for different
reproductive strategies as affected by length of hibernation and female condition.

The cost to produce cubs during hibernation accounted for 15% - 53% of the body mass
lost for lactating bears relative to non-lactating bears. Fetal development accounted for a
small proportion of the total cost of reproduction (i.e., ≤ 1%), which is consistent with
previous observations that bears produce very altricial offspring with the vast majority of
the growth in the den occurring after birth (Hissa, 1997; Oftedal, 1993; Ramsay and
Dunbrack, 1986).

Protein transferred from the mother to the cub(s) for their growth accounted for more than
73% of the loss of body mass that occurred above the maternal maintenance cost, and
between 12% - 45% of the total body mass lost during hibernation. Variation in body
mass loss was due to the number of cubs, the length of hibernation, and maternal body fat
content at the start of hibernation. The importance of lean mass to survival and
reproduction has also been observed in other species, such as rodents (Cherel, 1992;
Dunn et al., 1982), seals (Vierrier et al., 2011; Worthy and Lavigne, 1983), penguins
(Robin et al. 1988), and ungulates (Barbosa and Parker, 2008; Parker et al., 2009). In
caribou (Rangifer tarandus), survival and reproductive success during winter was best
explained by protein and fat reserves rather than just fat (Parker et al., 2009). Despite
evidence for the importance of protein in caribou and bears, the role of protein in
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starvation and reproduction in wild mammals is still not well understood (Parker et al.,
2009).

Our assessment of the lactation costs included the range of lactation periods (60-74 days)
observed in denned, captive bears (Robbins et al. 2012b). We recognize that this length of
lactation probably underestimates the length of lactation for many wild bears in either
more northern latitudes or in deeper snow conditions. For example, Friebe et al. (2013)
observed a probable birth date at the end of January and den emergence in late April, i.e.
a lactation period > 90 days in a bear population in south-central Sweden. Thus, we
expect that our estimates of energy and protein requirements for reproduction are
minimums and could dramatically increase as larger cubs are nursed past 74 days.
However, a thorough assessment of the effects of longer lactation periods on body mass
loss requires additional studies and data.

Adult brown bears accumulate lean mass reserves mostly during the spring and early
summer (Hilderbrand et al. 1999; McLellan 2011), and rich protein diets during spring
enhance body mass gain (Swenson et al. 2007). However, nutritional studies of bears
have most often focused on the importance of body fat accumulation during the late
summer and fall (Atkinson and Ramsay 1995; Derocher and Stirling 1998; McLellan
2011; Schwartz et al., 2006). Based on the evidence of other species in combination with
our results, reproductive success among brown bear populations may also be explained
by available protein early in the spring which is used to replenish that lost during early
lactation during denning and to provide the doubling of milk protein content once the
mother exits the den (Farley and Robbins, 1995). We therefore recommend more
attention be placed on understanding the role of protein in bear reproductive success, as
well as relating the protein content of bear diets with the spatial variability in
reproductive success.

Our results illustrated that minimum fat reserves necessary for maintenance and
reproduction differ among environments. Non-lactating bears needed ~ 19% of body fat
to survive 150 days of hibernation, ~ 22% to survive 180 days, and ~ 24% to survive 210
days. Reproductively active females need to increase their denning body fat content by ~
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5.7% units above these levels to successfully give birth to 2 cubs 60 days before den
emergence. Consequently, such females would need a minimum of 25% to 30% body fat
at the start of hibernation to successfully reproduce, depending on the length of the fast.
This result is consistent with prior bear studies. For example, no polar bear with an initial
body fat content < 20% was observed with cubs the following spring (Atkinson and
Ramsay, 1995), only 14% of American black bears were observed with spring cubs when
their body fat content averaged 19% prior to denning (Belant et al. 2006), and brown
bears with ≤ 20% body fat at denning did not produce cubs (Robbins et al., 2012b).

The difference of ~5.7% of fat necessary to support reproduction during the shorter
lactations simulated in this study may be difficult to detect in field studies because it is
likely within the error of bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA, Farley and Robbins
1994), which is commonly used to determine body fat content in wild bears. However,
BIA measurements may be useful to understand the links between body fat content and
reproductive success in wild bears with longer lactation periods in the den that would
increase the required maternal body fat content.

Our results suggest that an increase in litter size of one cub was more costly than a two
week increase in the length of lactation. Therefore, inter-population differences in litter
size may be adaptive and reflect long-term differences in food resources, whereas
variation in the timing of birth might be the primary mechanism used to adapt to interannual food variability within a population. For example, the number of cubs produced
by American black bears did not vary with female body mass (e.g., as a surrogate of body
condition, Noyce et al., 2002), and the same captive brown bears always produced either
twins or triplets irrespective of their body fat content, assuming body fat content was
above the minimum threshold for reproduction (Robbins, pers. observation.).

In our model we assumed that the energetic cost to produce twins was the same as that for
triplets. We based this assumption on the negligible cost of fetal development (Hissa,
1997; Oftedal, 1993) and the reduced growth rate of triplets relative to twins while
nursing in the den in brown bears (Robbins et al. 2012) and polar bears (Derocher and
Stirling 1998). The reduced size of triplets relative to twins may reduce cub survival once
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out of the den and be independent of the mother’s denning condition (Derocher and
Stirling 1996). Thus, the production of larger cubs at den emergence (i.e., twins rather
than triplets) may be the preferred strategy in environments where food resources are
either marginal or highly variable, whereas the production of more cubs (i.e., triplets
rather than twins) may be the preferred strategy in environments with abundant, high
quality, relatively stable food resources (Ferguson and McLoughlin 2000; McGinley et al.
1987). Other factors, such as body size, age, and human persecution history, may also
influence reproductive strategies and thereby explain some of the differences observed
between bear populations (Derocher and Stirling 1998; Zedrosser et al. 2009; Zedrosser
et al. 2011).

4.1 Conclusions

Evaluating reproductive trade-offs based on energetic requirements is essential to
understanding how species adapt to different environmental conditions. Although these
processes are difficult to study in a controlled setting for a large mammal, model
simulation provides a tool for developing ‘experiments’ and testing hypotheses that will
improve our knowledge and understanding (Owen-Smith, 2007). We built a model that
simulated the body mass loss for hibernating brown bears to assess reproductive cost and
explore limits on energetic trade-offs in reproduction. Our model provided significant
insight into nutritional factors controlling reproduction in bears that might be applicable
to other ursids. The similarities between predictions of our model with field observations
suggest that we can exploit the synergism between these two approaches to understand
nutritional factors that control bear reproduction. This will become particularly important
as global warming reduces sea ice and, therefore, seal availability for polar bears and
potentially alters terrestrial food resources for many other species of bears (Robbins et al.
2012b).
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Figure 2-1. Model diagram and schedule. Equations and parameters are in Table 1. The
model starts with the inputs of the initial conditions on day 1 of denning and ends at den
emergence. Each day the model accounts for daily energy and protein demands based on
body mass and reproductive cost. Reproductive cost varies with litter size (one or two
cubs) and length of lactation (60 or 74 days). The amount of lean and fat mass loss each
day is estimated using the composition of the daily mass loss algorithm. Daily mass loss
algorithm is a function of the day’s body fat content. The model estimates daily energy
and protein costs in separate pathways.
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Figure 2-2. Calibration and validation model results. Two independent, North American
brown bear studies (Farley and Robbins 1990, Hilderbrand et al. 2000) were used to
adjust the parameters and evaluate model performance. For model validation we used
information from the Scandinavian Brown Bear Research Project. In all simulations, one
hundred repetitions were run for each scenario. White boxplots are for non-lactating
bears, and grey boxplots are for lactating bears. The box represents first and third
quartiles with the inside line being the median. Whiskers off boxes represent (vertical
dash lines) the range of observations. Fig. 2-2a Comparison of the daily body mass loss
among the results from this study and data published in Farley and Robbins (1995).
Estimates of Farley and Robbins (1995) were based on the regression line in their Fig. 5
for non-lactating bears, and are here presented in Fig. 2-2a) with black squares and a
dashed line. Fig. 2-2b) compares spring body mass (total body mass, fat mass, and lean
mass) between results from this study and Hilderbrand et al. (1999). Results by
Hilderbrand et al. (1999) are presented with black diamonds, with 95% confidence
interval obtained from their Table 1. Fig. 2-2c) compares spring body mass between
model results from this study and free-ranging female brown bears in Sweden.
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Figure 2-3. Effect of female body condition (% of denning body fat content) on total
body mass loss (kg) and energy cost (kcal) and with increasing hibernation length. The
right column of figures is the percentage of body mass loss during hibernation relative to
the initial fall body mass. The left column is the energy costs of hibernation estimated
from the loss of lean and fat. (a) is Non lactating, (b) is Lactating 60 days 1 cub, (c)
Lactating 74 days 1 cub, (d) Lactating 60 days 2 cubs. (e) Lactating 74 days 2 cubs.
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Figure 2-4. Percent of lean mass loss for different reproductive strategies and initial fall
body fat contents (%). Fall lean mass was assumed to be 100 kg for all bears. 20%, 30%,
40% of denning body fat content. Grey dash line represents the survival threshold of 30%
lean mass loss.
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Figure 2-5. Estimated survival time for bears having different denning body fat contents
and experiencing different reproductive strategies. The lines represent the number of days
before 30% of lean mass loss is reached (survival threshold). Initial body lean mass was
100 kg. Bars are three times SD. Horizontal grey lines represent a different length of
hibernation (120, 150, 180 and 210 days).
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CHAPTER 3
ASSESSING THE NUTRITIONAL QUALITY OF BROWN
BEAR DIETS AMONG INT50ERIOR ECOSYSTEMS
IN NORTH AMERICA

1. INTRODUCTION

Among wide ranging species, conspecific animals occupying different habitats often
differ in body size, reproductive traits and density between populations (Ferguson and
McLoughlin, 2000; Herfindal et al., 2006; Zedrosser et al. 2011). Differences in life
history traits between populations are frequently associated with food availability
(Hilderbrand et al., 1999b; Ferguson and McLoughlin, 2000). Variations in diets
influence the supply of energy and protein necessary for maintenance, growth and
reproduction (Barbosa et al., 2009). Food habits and nutritional studies are among the
first steps taken to understand wildlife-habitat relationships. Generally, these studies
describe the seasonal diet composition of a species within a population, and often include
information regarding the energy and protein content of foods. Such studies often lack an
explicit nutritional evaluation for the complete diet, including a measure of the key
nutritional elements influencing fitness. This absence of an explicit nutritional evaluation
limits our capacity to compare between ecosystems and comprehend nutritional
mechanisms affecting individual fitness (Homyack, 2010; Bojarska and Selva, 2011).

Brown bears (Ursus arctos) are widely distributed and can be found in a variety of
habitats (McLellan et al., 2008; Bojarska and Selva, 2011). Nutritional differences in
those habitats often lead to variation in body and litter size, inter-litter interval, and
population densities (Hilderbrand et al., 1999b; Zedrosser et al., 2011). Brown bears are
flexible omnivores (Robbins et al., 2004), and depending on food availability, bear diets
can range from largely carnivorous to largely herbivorous (Hilderbrand et al., 1999b;
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Bojarska and Selva, 2011). There have been several efforts to understand how food
resources influence life history traits in bears. These studies have integrated information
on food habits in different ecosystems to illustrate; 1) the influence of dietary meat intake
on body size and population density (Hilderbrand et al., 1999b; Ferguson and
McLoughlin, 2000; McLellan, 2011); 2) the importance of primary productivity and
seasonality on bear reproductive traits, such as age of primiparity and inter-birth interval
(Ferguson and McLoughlin, 2000); and 3) the significance of digestible energy and other
nutrients on the dietary patterns of brown bears (Bojarska and Selva, 2011). However,
quantitative methods to evaluate and compare between the nutritional quality of
ecosystem-specific bear diets have not been explored.

In general, interior brown bear populations in North America are composed of smaller,
more herbivorous bears than coastal populations with access to salmon (Oncorhynchus
sp.; Hilderbrand et al., 1999b). Population densities and reproductive success also vary
between inland and coastal populations with inland (interior) densities and reproductive
success being lower (Mowat et al., 2005; Ferguson and McLoughlin, 2000; Zedrosser et
al., 2011). Alberta’s bear populations occur along the eastern slopes of the Canadian
Rocky Mountains and adjacent Foothills to the east. Alberta brown bear subpopulations
differ in individual densities (5 to 18 bears/1000km2) and body condition (ASRD & ACA,
2010) with spring body mass for females averaging 108 kg (SE=8; Zedrosser et al., in
revision). Brown bears have been designated as a provincially threatened species in
Alberta, in part due to their low reproductive rate which limits their recovery (ASRD and
ACA, 2010). In contrast, the Flathead ecosystem (west slopes of the Canadian Rockies) is
located in the southeast part of British Columbia adjacent to south-western Alberta and
sustains a productive brown bear population. Bear densities there are among the highest
recorded for interior populations with densities ranging from 25 to 55 bears/1000km2, but
spring body mass for females are similar to Alberta at 97-114 kg (McLellan 1989, 2011).

Further south along the Rocky Mountains, the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem (GYE)
supports a productive population with spring and summer female body masses of 112 kg
(SE=5; Schwartz et al., 2013). The GYE population has increased from 135 individuals in
1983 (Schwartz et al., 2006a) to 593 individuals in 2010 (Cain, 2012). Despite this
recovery during the past three decades, the current GYE bear population now faces some
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nutritional challenges. Cutthroat trout (Oncorhynchus clarki) populations in Yellowstone
Lake, which once made up an important part of diets of bears (Mattson et al., 1991), have
markedly declined due to the introduction of non-native trout (Salvelinus namaycush) and
“whirling disease” (Myxoblus cerebralis) (Koel et al., 2005;2006; Fortin et al., 2013;
Tiersberg et al., in revision). Whitebark pine (Pinus albicaulis) nuts, a key food that
affects reproductive success (Mattson et al., 1992; Schwartz et al., 2006b), has also
declined due to whitebark pine blister rust (Cronoartium ribicola) and mountain pine
beetle (Dendroctonus ponderosae; Greater Yellowstone Whitebark Pine Monitoring
Working Group 2006; Haroldson and Podruzny 2010; Fortin et al., 2013). While the
proportion of meat in the diets of brown bears in the GYE has remained either constant
(female bears) or declined (male bears) (Fortin et al., 2013), a reduction in the elk
population that began in approximately 1995 (Eberhardt et al., 2007; Barber-Meyer et al.,
2008; Middleton et al. 2013; Ripple et al., 2013) may ultimately reduce the dietary
proportion of meat and thereby decrease the nutritional quality of bear diets with
subsequent effects on population productivity.

Reproductive success of bears depends on both maternal fat (Farley and Robbins, 1995;
Robbins et al., 2012a) and lean mass reserves (López-Alfaro et al., 2013) before denning.
For brown bears, lean mass growth occurs primarily during spring and early summer,
while fat mass accumulation occurs mostly during summer and early fall before
hibernation (Hilderbrand et al., 1999a; Felicetti et al., 2003; McLellan, 2011; Schwartz et
al., 2013). In my study, ecosystem-specific brown bear food habits and nutritional
information are integrated into a dynamic model to estimate the amount of digestible
energy and protein in one kilogram of fresh bear diet. We used this model to ask two
questions: 1) what are the differences in nutritional quality (i.e., amount of digestible
protein and energy) of bear diets in west-central Alberta, the Flathead, and both the
historical (1977 - 1987) and recent (2007 – 2009) GYE; and 2) what food resources are
most critical for providing energy and protein to bears in each ecosystem.

We hypothesized that because fat and lean mass accumulation are positively related to
reproductive success in bears, digestible protein in spring and early summer and
digestible energy in late summer and fall should be higher in the Flathead and GYE than
in west-central Alberta. Based on differences in individual body size, we expect protein
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to be lower in the Flathead than in the GYE. Due to the recent decrease in trout and pine
nuts in the diets of GYE bears, differences in the nutritional quality should be apparent
between historical and recent diets.

2. METHODS

2.1 Brown bear food habits

Four published brown bear food habits studies were used to quantify ecosystem specific
nutritional quality (Mattson et al., 1991; McLellan and Hovey, 1995; Munro et al., 2006;
Fortin et al., 2013).

2.1.1. West-central Alberta brown bear food habits

In west-central Alberta, noticeable differences in diet were exhibited between bears living
in the Mountain versus Foothills and were therefore separated as in Munro et al. (2006).
Bear food habits presented in Munro et al. (2006) were based on 665 scats of 18 brown
bears collected between April and October 2001–2003. The diet of Foothills bears in
Munro et al. (2006) was examined from late April to early October in bi-monthly periods,
while the diet of mountain bears was examined from late April to late September, hence
we extended to early October.

2.1.2 Flathead food habits

Information on food habits for the Flathead region of southeastern British Columbia,
Canada was obtained from McLellan and Hovey (1995). This study was based on 1100
scats collected between April and November 1978 – 1991 from 77 radio-collared brown
bears. Diet descriptions extended from early April to early November, which we divided
into bi-monthly periods, but we only use the period between late April and early October
to compare with the other bear diets. McLellan and Hovey’s (1995) study was conducted
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before correction factors for different food item digestibility were developed (Hewitt and
Robbins; 1996). Thus, we correct dry matter intake using the corresponding correction
factors (CF) from Hewitt and Robbins (1996) as applied in Fortin et al. (2013): ungulates
CF=3, insects CF=1.1, horsetail (Equisetum spp.) CF=0.16, graminoids CF= 0.24, forbs
CF=0.26, roots CF=1, and fruits CF=1.2 (Hewitt and Robbins, 1996).

2.1.3 Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem food habits
Two diet studies were used to characterize the historical (1977 – 1987) and recent diets of
brown bears in GYE. The first study by Mattson et al. (1991) included Yellowstone
National Park and surrounding National Forest and was based on 3,423 scats from 96
radio-collared bears. Diet descriptions extended from April to October by month, which
we divided into bi-monthly periods for dynamic modelling. As in the Flathead study, dry
matter intake was corrected using the above correction factors plus ones for rodents
(CF=4), insects and false-truffles (CF= 1.1), and seeds (CF=1.5) (Hewitt and Robbins,
1996).

The recent GYE food habit study (Fortin et al., 2013) included the area immediately
surrounding Yellowstone Lake. The diets estimated for Yellowstone bears was divided
into male and female, each containing both adults and subadults. Scats were collected
between 2007 and 2009 (n=778). Diet descriptions extend from May to September for
males and to October for females and in monthly periods (Fortin et al., 2013; Fortin,
unpublished). Therefore we extended the periods to cover from late April to early
October.
When comparing the “recent” and “historical” diets of GYE bears, it must be
remembered that Fortin et al., (2013) study occurred in the immediate area surrounding
Yellowstone Lake whereas the Mattson et al., (1991) study occurred across the much
larger Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem.
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2.2 Food items and nutritional values

Bear foods identified in the Alberta, Flathead, and GYE studies were grouped into eight
categories: green vegetation, berries, roots, ants, terrestrial meat, nuts, cutthroat trout, and
false-truffles (mushrooms) (Table 3-1). Nutritional information for each category was
estimated using published data (see Table A1 supplementary material). Nutritional
information included six components: dry matter (%, DM); dry matter digestibility (%,
DMDig); gross energy (kcal/kg, GrossE); energy digestibility (%, EDig); crude protein
content (%, PC); and protein digestibility (%, PDig). All components, except DM, are
expressed on a dry matter basis. Some nutritional values, the number of samples was
small and precluded an estimate of variation. In those cases we assumed a standard
deviation equal to 10% or 20 % of the average nutritional value.

The green vegetation category included seven species of grasses, forbs, and horsetails
(Equsetum spp.). Nutritional values for green vegetation were estimated for three
phenological stages: spring - early summer (from 15 April to 31 May); summer and late
summer (from 1 June to 31 July); and early fall (1 August to 15 October). To match with
the plant phenology in the Mountain ecosystems in Alberta, spring - early summer stage
was extended until June 15.

The root category included thirteen species (Table 3-3, Appendix 3-A). For the Alberta
ecosystem, we used nutritional estimates for one root species: alpine sweetvetch
(Hedysaraum alpinum) (Coogan, 2012). For the Flathead and GYE we used all root
species to estimate the average and SD of nutritional parameters (Pritchard and Robbins,
1990; Mattson et al., 1997; 2004; Hammer and Herrero, 1987; Coogan et al., 2012;
Fortin, unpublished). To estimate the DM content, we used values of human-diet roots
obtained from USDA National Nutrient Database (http://ndb.nal.usda.gov/) because other
estimates were unavailable.

The nuts category included white bark pine and other conifer seeds (Pinus edulis). In the
Alberta and Flathead ecosystem, we used the average and SD nutritional information of
all nuts. In the GYE, we used nutritional information only for whitebark pine nuts (Fortin,
unpublished). Nutritional information for the berry category was obtained from six
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common species in Alberta, Flathead and GYE (Welch et al., 1997; Pritchard and
Robbins 1990; Coogan et al., 2012; Fortin, unpublished). For ants, nutritional information
included values for workers and pupae (Noyce et al., 1997; Swenson et al., 1999; Mattson
et al., 2001; Coogan et al., 2012).

In the terrestrial meat category, we included ungulates and rodents (Mattson et al., 1991;
McLellan et al., 1995; Fortin et al., 2013), but the nutritional information included deer
(Odocoileus spp.), elk (Cervus elaphus), bison (Bison bison) and moose (Alces alces)
(Pritchard and Robbins, 1990; Mattson et al., 2004; Fortin, unpublished).

Nutritional information for false-truffles (mushrooms) corresponds to Rhizopogon spp
(Mattson et al., 2002; Fortin, unpublished; Appendix 3-A, Table 3-A1). Miscellaneous
food categories reported in Munro et al., (2006), and garbage and debris, reported in
Mattson et al., (1991), were not considered in our analysis.

2.3 Model structure

Stella 10.2 (isee Systems Inc. 2012) was used to build a model that estimated the
digestible energy and protein in one kilogram of fresh bear diet using the food habits and
nutritional information described above (Table 3-1). The model estimated results in a
daily time step, where day one corresponds to April 15, and the final day corresponds to
October 15, for a total of 180 days. The model input was digestible dry matter intake per
food item obtained from food habits information. Because this data comes in bi-weekly
periods, the model interpolates between these values to obtain the digestible dry matter
per food item per day. Nutritional values per food item were randomly estimated in each
repetition using a normal distribution curve built with the average and SD values in Table
1. One hundred repetitions were run per simulated scenario. Model outputs included daily
digestible energy and protein (fresh diet base). Digestible energy and protein
contributions per food group were also estimated to identify key food resources. Results
were reported on a “kilogram of fresh diet” rather than “dry matter” base because it
simplifies future estimations of foods requirements (kg) and potential daily food intake.
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2.3.1

Model calculations

The model runs in two consecutives calculations. First, the model estimates the grams (g)
of each food item (fi) in one kilogram of fresh diet (gr.FFdiet(fi)). To transform the
digestible dry matter per food item (gr.DigestableDM(fi)) to grams of fresh food
(gr.FF(fi)), the gr.DigestableDM(fi) is divided by their corresponding dry matter
digestibility (%.DMDig(fi)) and dry matter content (%.DM(fi)).

Eq.1 gr. FFood (fi) =

gr.DigestableDM(fi)
%.DMDig(fi)∗ %.DM(fi)

The grams of each food item in the fresh diet base is obtained by dividing the
gr.FFood(fi) by the sum of all food items and multiplying by 1000 (g).

Eq.2 gr. FFdiet(fi) = ∑n

gr.FFood(fi)

fi=1 gr.FFintake(fi)

*1000

In the second phase, the model uses the gr.FFdiet (fi) and the nutritional values (Table 31) to estimate the contribution of digestible energy and protein per food item and later
adds these contributions to obtain the total digestible energy and protein in one kilogram
of fresh diet.

Digestible energy per food item (kcal.DigestibleE(fi)) is the product of gr.FFdiet(fi), dry
matter content (%.DM(fi)), gross energy (kcal.GrossE(fi)) and energy digestibility per
food item (%.EDig(fi)). DM, GrossE and EDig are obtained from data in Table 3-1.
Eq.3 kcal. DigestibleE(fi) = gr. FFdiet(fi) × %. DM(fi) × kcal. GrossE(fi) × %. EDig(fi)

Digestible energy for the total diet (kcal.DigestibleE (diet)) is the sum of the digestible
energy per food items.
Eq.4 kcal.DigestibleE(diet) = ∑nfi[kcal. DigestibleE(fi)]
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Digestible protein per food item is the product of the gr.FFdiet(fi), dry matter content
(%.DM(fi)), protein content (%.PC(fi)), and protein digestibility (%.PDig(fi)) per food
item. PC, PDig were obtained from data in Table 1. Digestible protein for the total diet
(gr.DigestibleP (diet)) is the sum of the digestible protein per food items.
Eq.5 gr.DigestibleP(fi) = gr. FFdiet(fi) × %. DM(fi) × %. PC(fi) × %PDig(fi)

Eq.6 gr. DigestibleP (diet) =

∑nfi=1[gr. DigestibleP(fi)]

To obtain the digestible energy and protein per food item we used equations 3 and 4,
using 1000 g of fresh food with 100 repetitions run.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Digestible energy and protein per food item (fresh food base)

Digestible energy and protein (gr/kg fresh food) was noticeably different between food
items (Fig. 3-1). Plant matter had lower levels of digestible energy and protein than
animal matter, seeds and false-truffles. Seeds have the highest level of digestible energy
because of their very low water content, followed by false-truffles, terrestrial meat and
trout (Fig. 3-1a). Digestible energy in one kilogram of green vegetation, berries or roots
are ~1/7 than in nuts and ~1/5 than in terrestrial meat (Fig. 3-1a). Digestible protein was
higher in trout, ungulates, false-truffles and ants. Digestible protein contribution of
terrestrial meat is ~3 to 5 times higher than green vegetation and roots (Fig. 3-1b).

3.2 Digestible energy in bear diets

Estimated digestible energy varied through the season in all ecosystems (Fig 3-2a). Bear
diets in the GYE had the highest levels of digestible energy. The recent GYE and
Flathead diets displayed two distinct peaks: one in spring (until the 15th of May), and
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other in late summer (from the 15th August). The historical GYE diet had the highest
digestible energy content during spring and summer which subsequently decreased in late
summer; however, it maintains one of the highest levels of digestible energy throughout
the three seasons. Bear diets in western Alberta had the lowest levels of digestible energy
in all three seasons. These diets showed one peak of digestible energy during early
summer (15th of May to 30th June). During late summer and early autumn, recent diets in
Yellowstone provide ~2 times more digested energy than in the Flathead and ~3 to 4
times more digestible energy than the Foothills and Mountains in western Alberta.

3.2 Digestible protein in bear diets

Digestible protein varied through the seasons for all ecosystems (Fig. 3-2b). Digestible
protein was highest in the spring and early summer in all ecosystems, but the GYE and
Flathead showed a second peak in the fall. The Flathead diet had protein levels higher
than the recent male diet in GYE during early spring, but in summer protein levels
decreased to less than ~50% of the recent male diet in GYE. Diets in Alberta have the
lowest levels of digestible protein through the entire season. Digestible protein in Alberta
Mountain diet was ~1/5 than in the recent GYE female diet during spring and early
summer. The Flathead had digestible protein levels ~2-3 times higher than those in the
Foothills and Mountains of Alberta during spring.

3.4 Key food items

3.4.1 Energy contribution per food item

In the Alberta Foothills, ungulates, roots and green vegetation were the main energy
sources in spring, while in summer, green vegetation contributed over 60% of digestible
energy available in bear diets (Figure 3-3a). In late summer, berries supplied 25% to 40%
of the digestible energy in the Foothills of Alberta; while in early fall roots supplied over
75% of the digestible energy. In the Alberta Mountain diet, roots provided over 70% of
the digestible energy during spring and early summer, while green vegetation and berries
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were the main sources during summer and early fall (Fig. 3-3b). In the Flathead,
ungulates provided 50% to 70% of the digestible energy during spring, while in early
summer green vegetation contributed ~50%. In late summer and early fall, berries
contributed over 90% of the digestible energy in the Flathead diets. In early fall,
terrestrial meat contributed ~40% of digestible energy in Flathead diets (Fig. 3-3c).

In the recent GYE female diets, terrestrial meat, i.e., primarily ungulates, contributed
~80% of the digestible energy during the spring and early summer (Fig. 3-3f). The
contribution of terrestrial meat decreased to 20 to 30% during the rest of the year. In
summer, green vegetation contributed ~25% of the digested energy in the recent-female
diet, while in late summer and early fall, whitebark pine nuts contributed ~30% and falsetruffles ~15%. During early fall, roots contributed ~ 20% to recent-female digestible
energy. For recent-male diets in the GYE, terrestrial meat was the main source of
digestible energy throughout all seasons, contributing ~50% (Fig. 3-3e). Green
vegetation contributed ~40% for the energy in spring and summer. In late summer and
early fall, whitebark pine nuts contributed ~30% of the digestible energy. In the historical
diet, trout provided over 65% of the digestible energy during early summer to fall. During
late summer and before denning, whitebark nuts contributed over 50% and terrestrial
meat ~20% of the digestible energy for GYE bears (Fig. 3-3f).

3.4.2

Protein contribution per food item

In the Foothills, green vegetation, roots and ungulates were the main source of digestible
protein in spring, while during the rest of the season green vegetation provided over 60%
of the dietary protein (Fig. 3-4a). Terrestrial meat provided ~25% of the protein through
all seasons in the foothills, while in late summer and early fall roots contributed ~40%. In
the Mountains of Alberta, roots contributed ~90% of the digestible protein in the spring,
but declined to ~20% by early summer. In the Mountains, green vegetation provided
more than 50% of the digestible protein in summer and more than 90% in early fall (Fig.
3-4b). In the Flathead, terrestrial meat provided most of the digestible protein (~70%) in
spring and fall. In summer (June to July 15th), green vegetation was the main source of
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protein in the Flathead bear diet (>50%) but declined during fall. Ants contributed ~20%
of the digestible protein in Flathead bear diets during the summer (Fig. 3-4c).

For recent diets in the GYE, terrestrial meat was the main source of digestible protein,
ranging between 40 and 80% through the seasons (Fig. 3-4d, e). Whitebark pine nuts
contributed 10% to 20% of the digestible protein during summer and early fall. Green
vegetation contributed ~30% of the digestible protein during the summer in the recentfemale diet in Yellowstone and ~30% of the recent-male diet during spring and summer.
In the historical GYE diet, terrestrial meat was the main source of digestible protein
(~95%) in spring after which cutthroat trout contributed ~75% to digestible protein
through the late summer. In late summer and early fall, whitebark pine nuts contributed
~30% to the digestible protein (Fig. 3-4f).

4. DISCUSSION

Bear diets differ in their patterns of digestible protein and energy across ecosystems and
seasons. These patterns can be associated with differences in population density and body
size. The nutritional quality of bear diets were higher in the GYE, followed by Flathead
and Alberta ecosystems. Ecosystems in Alberta, particularly the mountains, had the
lowest levels of digestible energy and protein through all seasons, and this result is
consistent with the low reproductive rates observed in Banff National Park (Garshelis et
al., 2005) and low individual densities in the Mountain and Foothill ecosystems (ASRD
and ACA, 2010). There are other nutritional aspects of Alberta ecosystems that might
also contribute towards low densities. For example, these ecosystems have a shorter
growing season and, therefore, the amount of time during the year that bears have for
foraging (Munro et al., 2006). Also, habitat disturbances (e.g. logging, energy
development, and road building) may increase the production of berries, green vegetation
and roots in new open areas, but increase human-bear conflicts and therefore increase
bear mortalities (Nielsen et al., 2004a,b; Nielsen et al. 2006; Nielsen et al. 2008).
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Diets in the Flathead ecosystem had protein levels similar to the recent-average diet in the
GYE during spring, but energy levels were not as high as in the GYE diets during late
summer and fall. A rich protein diet in spring may improve lean mass accumulation and
milk production for lactating females, which would likely enhance reproductive success
(Farley and Robbins, 1995; Hilderbrand et al., 1999; López-Alfaro et al., 2013).
McLellan (2011) observed that black bears (Ursus americanus) in the Flathead can gain
weight during the spring. A similar pattern was observed in northern brown bear
populations in Sweden, which either maintained or gained mass in spring when compared
with southern populations (Swenson et al., 2007). The authors suggest that the increase in
body mass during spring may be due to more abundant sources of protein in northern
ecosystems (Swenson et al., 2007). Meat-rich diets have also been correlated with bear
body size and population density (Hilderbrand et al., 1999b), but when populations
without access to salmon are excluded; meat diets have a negative relationship with
population density (McLellan, 2011). Bears in the Flathead have one of the smallest body
sizes among North America brown bear populations but one of the highest population
densities among interior bear populations (Zedrosser et al., 2011). McLellan (2011)
suggested that female brown bears in the Flathead might have adapted to a less nutritious
plant diet that included abundant, low protein berries in the fall by being smaller. The
smaller size would reduce their energy needs while the abundant, fall berries would
provide energy for fattening before hibernation.
While we agree with McLellan’s hypothesis, we highlight the importance of meat in the
nutritional quality of bear diets in this ecosystem. Terrestrial meat was an important
source of digestible protein and energy in this ecosystem in all seasons, which may help
explain the high population density observed in the Flathead ecosystem.

Major differences in nutritional quality of bear diets across ecosystems were largely due
to the presence or absence of a few highly nutritious food items, such as terrestrial meat
(mainly ungulates), pine nuts or trout. For example, the digestible protein in one kilogram
of ungulates is ten times higher than in one kilogram of roots, and the digestible energy in
one kilogram of nuts is seven times higher than in one kilogram of green vegetation. As a
consequence, small changes in consumption of nutritious foods have large impacts on the
nutritional quality of bear diets. However, individual capacity to switch between food
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items is constrained by factors that were not measured in this study, such as food
abundance and distribution and bear physiology (e.g. digestion rate, stomach capacity). In
Alberta ecosystems, roots and green vegetation are the main source of protein and energy
at the beginning and end of the active period, respectively; however their low nutritional
value constrains the total energy and protein intake and therefore reduce reproductive
success. For example, in the Flathead and recent diets in the GYE, most of the protein
comes from terrestrial meat, and the majority of energy is obtained from ungulates,
berries and nuts. Bears in Alberta ecosystems, need to consume 10 kg of roots to obtain
the same amount of protein as one kilogram of ungulates. Also bears in Alberta need to
consume ~4.3, or 6.7 kg of roots, to obtain the same amount of energy as from one
kilogram of ungulate, or nuts respectively.

There are two other environmental factors that might also influence individual nutrition
and thus differences in population productivity. First, there are differences in the length
of the growing season among ecosystems. For example, in the Flathead ecosystem bear
food was available for seven months (beginning of April to the end of October; McLellan
and Hovey, 1995) while in the Alberta ecosystem and GYE food was reported for six
months (Munro et al., 2006; Fortin et al., 2013). Also severe winter conditions in the
Mountain ecosystems might delay food availability in spring while early winter
conditions may reduce food availability in the fall. Longer growing seasons benefit bear
nutrition by increasing the time they can gather energy and protein reserves, and by
reducing the length of hibernation and thus the requirements of lean and fat mass reserves
necessary to support the denning phase (López-Alfaro et al., 2013). Second,
environmental conditions influence food abundance in the ecosystems. Food abundance
will limit nutrient intake depending the functional response and the nutritional quality of
the food (Barboza et al., 2009). Functional response defines the rate of intake and
nutritional quality influences the amount of food necessary to support energy and protein
requirements.

Recent diets in the GYE have the highest levels of energy and protein due to the largely
carnivorous diet across all three seasons. High protein levels is consistent with their
larger individual body size, when compared with other interior North American brown
bears, and with their rapid rate of population recovery during the last three decades
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(Schwartz et al., 2006a; Cain, 2012). Comparisons between historical (Mattson et al.,
1991) and recent (Fortin et al., 2013) diets do reveal, however, a change in the nutritional
quality due to the loss of key foods which may affect fitness and population density in the
future. The absence of trout and lower consumption of nuts has reduced the total
digestible energy during spring and summer. Trout was the main source of energy from
May to mid–August in the historical diet, while the contribution of nuts was important
from mid-August to September. Digestible energy in the recent GYE diets was dominated
by terrestrial meat and green vegetation during summer, but bears need to eat ~4 kg of
green vegetation to supply the same amount of digestible energy as one kilogram of trout.
During late summer and early fall, nut consumption was lower with bears needing to eat
~7 kg of berries, or ~2 kg of terrestrial meat, or ~7 kg of roots, or ~5 kg of green
vegetation to supply the same amount of digestible energy as one kilogram of nuts.
Protein levels also decreased due to the shift in food items. Recent average diet (female
and males) were ~50% lower in digestible protein during early- summer than the historic
diet. Bears need to eat ~5 kilograms of green vegetation to supply the same amount of
digestible protein as one kilogram of terrestrial meat or nuts. Thus, while bears will
readily switch to the next most nutritious food as more nutritious foods disappear (e.g.,
ungulates or pine nuts), the loss of high quality foods may have a disproportionate effect
on bear productivity when increased intake cannot fully replace the reduction in dietary
quality.

4.1 Conclusion

Important differences in the nutritional quality of grizzly bear diets were observed among
several interior ecosystems. Patterns observed suggest that individual body size and
reproductive fitness are influenced by the seasonal availability of protein and energy.
Small changes in the availability of highly nutritious foods can have disproportionate
effects on the nutritional quality of bear diets. These changes in nutritional quality will
have an even greater impact when food availability and foraging efficiency due not
permit increase consumption to balance the reduction in nutritional quality.
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Previous studies have illustrated the differences in brown bear diets and their correlation
with life history traits (Hilderbrand et al., 1999b; Ferguson and McLoughlin, 2000;
Bojarska and Selva, 2011; McLellan, 2011). However, these differences have not been
previously quantified or assessed for the entire active period. This study is one of the first
to comparatively evaluate the ecosystem-specific brown bear diets for interior
populations of grizzly bears and develop this assessment for the entire active season. This
approach can also be used to evaluate the impact of environmental changes and
management decisions on bear nutrition and ultimately population productivity.
Additional studies on the limitations to intake will be important in understanding the
impact of changes in dietary quality.
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Figure 3-1: (a) Digestible energy (kcal/kg fresh food) and (b) digestible protein (g/kg
fresh food) per brown bear food item category. Error bars are SE (n=100 repetitions).
Digestible energy and protein were estimated based on the average nutritional values of
each food category (Table A1, supplementary material). Nutritional values include dry
matter, energy and protein content and digestibility.
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Figure 3-2: (a) Digestible energy (kcal) and (b) digestible protein (g) in one kilogram
fresh brown bear diet across different ecosystems. Error bars indicate the 95% confidence
interval. Ecosystem diets include the “Foothills” and “Mountains” of west-central Alberta
(Canada), “Flathead” river drainage in southeast British Columbia (Canada) and the
Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem (GYE, USA). For the GYE, we present the recent diets
for both male (“GYE-Male, recent”) and female + sub-adults (“GYE-Female, recent”),
the average recent diet (“GYE-Average, recent”), and the historical diet “GYEHistorical” diets. Digestible energy and protein were estimated based on the proportion of
digestible dry matter intake obtained from food habit studies in these ecosystems
(McLellan and Hover 1995; Mattson et al. 1991; Munro et al. 2006; Fortin et al. 2013)
and the nutritional information presented in Table 1.
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Figure 3-3: Percent digestible energy contribution per food item category (fresh diet
base) across ecosystems. Contribution was estimated based on the total digestible energy
in the diet. Ecosystem diets include: Foothills and Mountains of west-central Alberta
(Canada), Flathead River drainage in British Columbia (Canada) and the Greater
Yellowstone Ecosystem (GYE, USA). For the GYE, we present the recent diets for both
male (“GYE-Male, recent”) and female + sub-adults (“GYE-Female, recent”), the
average recent diet (“GYE-Average, recent”), and the historical diet “GYE-Historical”
diets.
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Figure 3-4: Percentage of digestible protein contributed per food item category (fresh
diet base) across ecosystems. Contribution was estimated based on the total digestible
protein in the diet. Ecosystem diets include: Foothills and Mountains of west-central
Alberta (Canada), Flathead River drainage in British Columbia (Canada) and the Greater
Yellowstone Ecosystem (GYE, USA). For the GYE, we present the recent diets for both
male (“GYE-Male, recent”) and female + sub-adults (“GYE-Female, recent”), the
average recent diet (“GYE-Average, recent”), and the historical diet “GYE-Historical”
diets.
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CHAPTER 4
LINKING INDIVIDUAL NUTRITION TO BROWN BEAR
POPULATIONS: AN ENERGETIC PERSPECTIVE

1. INTRODUCTION

Wildlife populations are regulated by both bottom-up (food resources) and top-down
(survival) factors (Testa, 2004; Nielsen et al., 2010; Zedrosser et al., 2013). These factors
operate at the individual level by affecting reproductive success and mortality (Robbins,
1993; Barboza et al., 2009; Parker et al., 2009). Top-down controls are associated with
predation and human induced mortalities such as harvest and road accidents (Benn and
Herrero, 2002; Zedrosser et al., 2011; 2013). Bottom-up controls are associated with food
availability. Vulnerability to starvation, disease and predation are influenced by the
individual’s nutritional status (Worthy et al., 1983; Robbins, 1993; Barbosa et al., 2009;
Robbins et al. 2012b; López-Alfaro et al., 2013). Nutritional requirements in relation to
food resource distribution influence food habits, foraging behavior, nutrient intake, and
ultimately reproductive success (Robbins, 1993; Bojarska and Selva, 2011; López-Alfaro
et al., 2013). Despite the importance of nutritional factors on individual fitness and
population demography (Testa, 2004; Zedrosser et al., 2006; Parker et al., 2009; Nielsen
et al., 2010, 2013;), the mechanisms that link individual nutrition and nutritional
landscapes have not been widely explored (Homyack, 2010).

Brown bears (Ursus arctos) occur across North America, Europe and northern Asia, but
many of their populations have declined precipitously and are threatened or endangered
(McLellan et al., 2008; McCarthy et al., 2009; ASRD and ACA, 2010). Brown bears are
omnivores (Robbins et al., 2004), which allowed them to occupy a diversity of habitats
including prairie and shrub steppe to temperate forests, tundra and alpine (Hilderbrand et
al., 1999b; McLellan et al., 2008; Bojarska and Selva, 2011). The requisite dietary
flexibility to occupy such diverse communities resulted in different life histories. For
example, adult female body size ranges from 100 to 250 kg, birth interval ranges from 2.3
to 4.4 yrs, age at first reproduction ranges from 4 to 8 yrs. Population densities range
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from 2 to 65 bears/1000 km2 for interior populations and over 500 bears/1000 km2 for
populations with access to salmon (Hilderbrand et al., 1999b; Swenson et al., 2001; Støen
et al., 2006; Miller et al., 1997; 2003; Garshelis et al., 2005; Zedrosser et al., 2011;
Mowat et al., 2013).

Brown bears are born during hibernation and stay with their mother for 1 to 2 yrs (Farley
and Robbins, 1995; Schwartz et al., 2003; Robbins et al., 2012b). The first four to five
months of lactation occur while the mother is fasting in the den, but lactation continues
for many months after the mother resumes eating. Thus, the mother must use energy and
nutrients accumulated during the previous active period to support early cub growth
(Farley and Robbins, 1995; Robbins et al. 2012b; López-Alfaro et al., 2013), but milk
production and cub growth increase rapidly after den emergence as the mother uses both
reserves and current dietary energy and nutrients to meet the increased cub demand
(Farley and Robbins, 1995). Depending on the balance between meeting cub demand
from maternal reserves or the immediate diet, minimum thresholds of body reserves
necessary to support early reproductive costs may exceed that determined for hibernation
alone (López-Alfaro et al., 2013).

Bear physiology and food nutritional quality interact to constrain nutrient assimilation,
and, therefore, affects the maternal capacity to transfer necessary nutrients to her
offspring. Energy and protein requirements determine necessary food intake (Robbins,
1993). Energy maintenance cost depends on body mass (basic metabolic rate, McNab,
2008). In brown bears, maintenance cost increases from 1 – 3 times depending on dietary
protein intake (Felicetti et al., 2003; Robbins et al., 2007; Erlenbach et al., 2014). Protein
maintenance depends on metabolic body mass and dry matter intake (Pritchard and
Robbins, 1989; Robbins, 1993). Energy and protein requirements of reproduction are
dominated by milk production, which is low during hibernation and increases quickly
after den emergence reaching a maximum in summer (Farley and Robbins, 1995).
Digestive tract capacity limits the rate of energy and protein intake and in relation with
food quality. Finally, food availability (spatial distribution) influences foraging efficiency
and therefore the rate of nutrient intake (Rode et al., 2001; Welch et al., 1997; Robbins et
al., 2007)
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The mechanisms that link individual energy and nutrient requirements to brown bear
population dynamics include metabolic demands, digestive physiology, foraging
efficiency, and the nutritional quality of available food resources (Rode et al., 2001;
Welch et al., 1997; Robbins et al., 2007). The relationship and trade-offs among these
factors affect the individual’s capacity to acquire and store the energy and matter
necessary for reproduction and therefore has the potential to regulate bear populations.

Brown bears in Alberta were listed as a threatened species in 2010 (ASRD and ACA,
2010). The low population (691 individuals) and low reproductive rate in Alberta may be
a consequence of three processes: first, bear habitats in Alberta have limited high-quality
food resources (i.e., lack of salmon and limited fruit production) which results in a low
diet quality (Chapter 3); second, bears occur in areas where a short growing season limits
the time available for foraging and growth and increases hibernation length and cost
(Munro et al. 2006); third, habitat disturbances such as forest harvesting, energy
developments, and road building have increased human-bear conflicts and therefore
mortality rates (Nielsen et al. 2004c; Nielsen et al. 2008).

Several research studies in Alberta have increased our understanding of brown bear
habitat relationships (Munro et al. 2006; Nielsen et al., 2002; 2003; 2004a, b; 2006; 2008;
2010; 2013). However, there is still a lack of understanding of how individual physiology
and foraging interact with the nutritional landscape to influence bear reproductive success
and thus population processes. In this study I built an energy and protein model to
understand the nutritional interactions that influence individual body mass dynamics
during a year. I used that model to explore three specific questions: 1) what are the
energy and protein requirements of bears during the active period; 2) what are the tradeoffs and key elements of bear physiology and nutritional quality of foods available that
influence body mass dynamics; and 3) what is the impact of Alberta’s food resources on
reproductive success of bears and population recovery.
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2. METHODS

2.1 Model structure

I developed a dynamic system model in Stella 10 (Isee Systems, Inc., 2006) to simulate
body mass dynamics for bears consuming different diets. Model inputs are individual the
body mass at the start and the bear diet, model outputs are individual body mass over
time and body mass gain/loss per day. The model operates in a daily time step for 365
days with day 1 being den entry at the start of hibernation. Body mass (kg) is separated
into lean and fat mass, and those two components are modeled in separate compartments.
The model works in two phases: hibernation and active. A detailed introduction of the
hibernation phase can be founded in López-Alfaro et al. (2013). For the active phase, the
physiological components are represented as six sub-models that operate in consecutives
steps: target gain, food intake, reproductive cost, energy balance, protein balance, and
mass gain dynamics (Fig.4-1). Each is presented in more detail below in the Sub-models
section. During the active phase, the model simulates lean and fat mass dynamics (i.e.,
gain or loss) based on energy and protein costs of maintenance, growth, and reproduction
relative to the gains from foraging. Diets are characterized by energy and protein content,
dry matter and digestibility, and energy and protein digestibility and are based on Chapter
3 and details are presented in Appendix 4-A.

2.2 Sub-models

2.2.1. Target mass gain

This sub-model estimates the amount of energy that the individual must consume to reach
mass gain requirements. The mass gain requirements is based on the idea that the
individual has to reach a lean mass and fat mass at the end of the active period to either
survive or reproduce during hibernation (see 2.3.1; López-Alfaro et al., 2013).

The relative proportions of the lean and fat mass gained during the active period are
based on the observed composition of body mass gain in captive and wild brown bears
(Hilderbrand et al., 1999a; Felicetti et al., 2003), and they follow a sigmoidal function.
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The highest rate of lean mass gain occurs during spring and early summer (Appendix 4B, Fig. 4-B1), and the highest rate of fat mass gain occurs during late summer and early
fall (Appendix B, Fig. 4-B2). These two curves are set at the initial conditions according
to the length of the active period (details are presented in Appendix B).

Target lean mass (TgLean (kg)) and target fat mass (TgFat (kg)) are defined with the
initial conditions (see 2.3.1). Later, at the end of hibernation or day one of the active
period, the model defines the kilograms of lean and fat mass that the individual must gain
in order to reach the target lean mass and the target fat mass. Thus, target lean mass gain
(TgLeanGain (kg)) and target fat mass gain (TgFatGain (kg)) are estimated as the
difference between the TgLean or TgFat, and the emergence lean mass
(ActulaLeanemergence day (kg)) or emergence fat mass (ActualFatemergence day(kg)) respectively
(equations 1 and 2).

Eq.1

TgLeanGain (kg)

=

TgLean - (ActualLean(emergence day))

Eq.2

TgFatGain (kg)

=

TgFat - (ActualFat(emergence day))

TgLeanGain and TgFatGain are distributed proportional to the curves of lean mass gain
and fat mass gain; consequently “daily lean mass gain target” (DayTgLeanGain(day=n)) and
“daily fat mass gain target” (DayTgFatGain(day=n)) are estimated each day as the
difference between TgLeanGain and TgFatGain, and actual lean (ActualLean day=n) and
fat mass (ActualFat day=n) respectively (equations 3 and 4). If actual lean or fat mass are
greater than the target lean and fat mass (equations 3 and 4 are negative), the model
assumes zero mass gain.

Eq.3

DayTgLeanGain(day=n)

=

TgLeanGain(day=n) - ActualLean(day= n)

Eq.4

DayTgFatGain(day=n)

=

TgFatGain(day= n) - ActualFat(day= n)

Finally, the sub-model determines the “Daily energy mass target” (DEMassTg (kcal))
based on DayTgLeanGain(day=n) and DayTgFatGain(day=n), and the energy content of lean
and fat mass (1200 kcal/kg lean; 9100 kcal/kg fat mass; Blaxter, 1989; Farley and
Robbins, 1993) as shown in equation 5.
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Eq.5

DEMassTg (kcal)

=

TgLeanGain(day=n) × 1200 kcal + TgFatGain(day=n) × 9100

kcal

2.2.2. Food intake

Intake regulation is a complex process guided by internal and external processes. Physical
and physiological factors, such as stomach capacity, passage rate, bite size, and bite rate
influence maximum daily intake (Welch et al., 2001, Rode et al., 2001), whereas energy
requirements and subsequently energy balance have strong feedback mechanisms that
drive foraging decisions (Robbins 1993; Barbosa et al., 2009). External factors, such as
food abundance and quality, restrict foraging efficiency and total nutrient intake (Barbosa
et al., 2009). The model uses a simplified structure to estimate the “daily fresh food
intake” based on two physiological factors: stomach capacity and daily energy target.

2.2.2.1 Stomach capacity

Brown bears can eat a mass of fresh food equal to from 10% (high energy diets) to 35%
(low energy density) of their body mass (kg) per day (Hilderbrand et al., 1999a; Welch et
al., 2001, Rode et al., 2001; Erlenbach et al., 2014). Also, this maximum digestive
capacity (MaxDigCap) as a percentage of the body mass increases during the season and
reaches a maximum during summer and early fall, referred to as the hyperphagia period.
The model uses an algorithm that estimates the MaxDigCap (%) depending on the day of
the active period (equation 6). This algorithm was built and calibrated with empirical
studies and details are presented in Appendix 4-C.

Eq.6

MaxDigCap (%) = 30 / {1 + [(185 – actual day) / (185 – 50)]1.5}

Mean retention times ranged from 7 to 14 hrs depending on the type of food (Pritchard
and Robbins, 1989). Because the model operates in a daily time step, the model assumes
that all food consumed during a day is digested during that day. Thus, the maximum
amount of food that can be consumed and digested during a day equals stomach capacity
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(StmCap, kg) as defined by both physical capacity (Hilderbrand et al., 1999a; Welch et
al., 2001, Rode et al., 2001; Erlenbach et al., 2014) and retention time (Pritchard and
Robbins, 1989) and it is estimated as a percent of body mass (equation 7).

Eq.7

StmCap (kg) = BM × MaxDigCap

2.2.2.2 Daily energetic target (DayETg).
The “Daily energy target” (DayETg (kg) is the amount of food an individual must eat to
meet the predicted energy requirement. Total energy requirement (kcal, TotEnergeticReq)
is the sum of the daily energy mass target (DEMassTg; see target mass gain sub-model),
maintenance cost (TotMtn; see energy balance sub-model), and reproductive cost (EMilk;
see reproduction sub-model) (equation 8).

Eq.8

TotEnergeticReq (kcal) = DayEMassTg + TotMnt + EMilk

Daily energy target” (DayET (kg)) is estimated based on TotEnergyCost (kcal) divided
by the energy content of the food (kcal/kg, EC) and its digestibility (%, EDig) (equation
9).

Eq.9

DayETg (kg) = TotEnergyCost / (EC(diet (kcal/kg fresh food)) × EDig (diet (%))

Finally, the daily food intake (DayFFintk (kg)) is the minimum of either StmCap or
DayETg (equation 10). The model assumes that there are no external restrictions on the
amount of food or foraging efficiency. This means that the individual eats until the
stomach capacity constrains food intake or until the individual reaches the amount of
energy necessary to support maintenance, reproduction, and daily growth goal.

Eq. 10 DayFFintk (kg) = Min(StmCap, DayETg)

The model also estimates the dry matter intake (DMintk (kg)) using the DayFFintk and
diet dry matter content of the diet (equation 11).

Eq.11 DMintk = DayFFintk / DM (diet)
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2.2.3 Reproductive cost
This sub-model operates when initial conditions define “lactating bear” and it starts in
hibernation when females give birth (López-Alfaro et al., 2013). During the active period
the sub-model estimates the daily energy (kcal/day, EMilk) and protein demands (kg/day,
PMilk) for lactation based on the results of Farley and Robbins (1995) and the "milk
production efficiency”, which is the efficiency of converting the mother’s tissue to milk
energy and protein and is set at 85% Blaxter (1989).

In Farley and Robbins (1995) study the lactation period was 300 days in total; 60 days
during hibernation and 240 days during the active period. I adjusted these results to the
simulation conditions; 256 days of lactation in total, 74 days during the hibernation and
184 days during the active period. To do this we estimate the total energy (kcal) and
protein cost of lactation (kg) from Farley and Robbins (1995) using the integral of the
regression curve to distribute this cost over 256 days (details are presented in Appendix
4-D).

2.2.4. Energy balance

This sub-model determines the available energy for mass gain (EGain) based on the
energy intake and energy costs. First, the sub-model estimates the digestible energy
intake (DigEintk, kcal) based on the daily fresh food intake (DayFFintk) and its energy
content (kcal/kg diet, EC) and digestibility (%, EDig) (equation 12).

Eq.12 DigEintk (kcal) = DayFFintk × EC × Edig

Second, the sub-model estimates the total energy requirements (TotMntR) as the sum of
1) the maintenance cost, 2) the increase in the maintenance cost due to excessive or
inadequate dietary protein, and 3) the urinary energy losses.

Studies on captive bears showed that low or high dietary protein content increases
maintenance cost and decrease the rate of mass gain (Rode and Robbins, 2000; Felicetti
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et al., 2003; Robbins et al., 2007; Erlenbach et al., 2014). Similar observations have been
seen in humans where both low and high protein diets induced thermogenesis (Westerterp
et al., 1999; Mikkelsen et al., 2000; Halton and Hu, 2004). However, there are differences
in the physiological processes behind the increase in maintenance cost. Under low protein
diets individuals increase food intake to supply minimum protein requirements for
maintenance, generally overeating energy which is dissipated as heat. While under high
protein diets, individuals are forced to process proteins and eliminate the excess of
nitrogen in the urea, which increase energy utilization (Mikkelsen et al., 2000).

Erlenbach et al. (2014) presented a regression curve of the maintenance cost
(kcal/kg0.75/day) as a function of the dietary protein content (PC, dry matter base). In
order to distinguish between basic maintenance cost and the effect of dietary protein
content, we assumed the lowest value of the curve as the basic maintenance cost, 106 kcal
of digestible energy/kg0.75/day. We discount this value from the curve to estimate the
effect of dietary protein content (Diet-PC) on the maintenance cost (equation 13).
Eq.13 Diet-PC (kcal/kg0.75/day) = -0.0008 × PC3 + 0.1903 × PC2 – 10.083 × PC +
153.93

Urinary losses correspond to the cost of nitrogen excretion and vary from 6.9 ± 2.3% of
digestible energy for meat-based diets to 3.9 ± 1.7% for plant-based diets (Pritchard and
Robbins, 1990). I set this value at 8% to capture the higher end of loss (equation 14).
Below are the equations to estimate energy costs:

Eq.14 Uloss (kcal)

=

DigEintk × 0.08

Total maintenance requirement is estimated using equation 15.

Eq.15 TotMntR (kcal) =

Mnt + Diet-PCs + Uloss

Finally, the energy available for mass gain (EGain (kcal), equation 16) is the difference
between the digestible energy intake (DigEintk) and the total maintenance and lactation
requirements. Energy lactation cost (kcal, EMilk) is obtained from reproductive submodel (see 2.2.3):
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Eq.16 EGain (kcal)

=

DigEintk - TotMntR - EMilk

2.2.5 Protein balance

The protein balance sub-model determines the available protein for mass gain as the
difference between the digestible protein intake and protein cost for maintenance and
reproduction. Digestible protein (DigPintk (kg), equation 17) corresponds to the amount
of protein in the DayFFintk and is estimated from the dietary protein content (PC, %)
times its digestibility (PDig, %).

Eq.17 DigPintk (kg)

=

DayFFintk × PDig × PC

Protein maintenance requirements are the sum of the metabolic fecal nitrogen (MFN) and
endogenous urinary nitrogen (EUN) losses. MFN represents the minimal constant losses
in feces and depends on the amount of feces and thus digestibility of foods. Because this
factor also occurs in the protein digestibility coefficient, it is not included in the protein
balance sub-model. Consequently the only protein maintenance cost assessed in the
model is the EUN, and it is a function of metabolic body mass (BM0.75, Robbins, 1993).
To estimate EUN, we used a normal distribution (µ = - 0.160, σ =0.0022) to estimate the
nitrogen loss (mg), and set the nitrogen content in protein as 16% (equation 18).

Eq.18 EUN

=

BMR

(BM0.75 × (normal(0.160, 0.022)) × 6.25 / 1000

Finally, the protein available for mass gain (PGain (kg), equation 16) is the difference
between the digestible protein intake (DigPintk) and the EUA and lactation requirements
(equation 19). Protein lactation cost (kg, PMilk) is obtained from reproductive sub-model
(see 2.2.3):

Eq.19 PGain =

DigPintk - EUN - PMilk
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2.2.6. Mass gain

This sub-model determines the dynamics of lean and fat mass (loss/gain) per day
depending on the energy (EGain) and protein (PGain) available for mass gain and
DEMassTg. If the energy and protein available for mass gain is positive and DEMassTg
is positive, then the bear gains mass. In contrast, if energy and protein available for mass
gain are negative, the bear loses body mass. If DEMassTg is negative, then the bear
maintains its body mass.

This sub-model uses several hierarchical rules based on the following assumptions:

a) Gain in lean and fat mass is estimated as the lesser of either ingested energy and
protein available for mass gain or the DEMassTg. Thus, if either energy or protein is
ingested above the intake target, excess energy and protein become gain as long as it
does not exceed the mass gain target.
b) One kilogram of gain in lean mass requires 0.211 kg of protein and 1200 kcal/kg; one
kilogram of gain in fat mass requires 9100 kcal (Blaxter, 1989; Robbins, 1993).
c) When protein is available, the model prioritizes gain in lean mass over fat mass;
consequently, the energy available for gain in fat mass is obtained after discounting
the energy used for gain in lean mass.
d) When the individual is fasting and, therefore, loses mass, lean and fat are used as an
energy source.

2.2.7 Hibernation

This sub-model estimates the body mass loss during hibernation. Energy maintenance
cost (MtbHib) is a function of body mass (Robbins et al., 2012). Because bears are able to
recycle nitrogen from protein catabolism (Barbosa et al., 1997; Tøien et al., 2011), the
model assumes no protein requirements for physiological maintenance. Thus, the
reproductive cost includes fetus develop and lactation. Energy and protein demands for
lactation were based on Farley and Robbins (1995). Reproductive cost is multiplied by
the number of cubs and includes the "milk production efficiency” parameter (see
reproductive cost sub-model). The model uses an algorithm, namely the daily mass loss
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composition, to estimate the use of fat or lean tissue as an energy source. This algorithm
depends on the individual body fat content: when body fat content is > 17%, all energy
comes from fat reserves; when body fat content was ≤ 17%, the contribution of fat to
energy decreases linearly to zero with the increase of difference provided by lean mass
(López-Alfaro et al., 2013).

2.3 Model initialization

Model inputs include 1) Length of hibernation that was set at 180 days and, therefore,
length of active period was 186 days. 2) Reproductive status (i.e., non-lactating, pregnant,
or lactating). Non-lactating bears are barren through hibernation and the following active
period. Pregnant bears are barren through hibernation and during the active period will
mate and try to achieve the target body mass to give birth during the following season.
Lactating give birth 106 days into hibernation and then lactate with two cubs for the rest
of the year.

We assumed an individual with 100 kg of lean body mass from which only 30% can be
lost to supply energy and protein. Therefore initial lean mass and target lean mass was
100 kg in all simulated experiments. Target body fat going into hibernation was estimated
based on the energetic cost of hibernation, which depends on length of hibernation and
reproductive status (López-Alfaro et al., 2013). For non-lactating and non-pregnant bears,
initial body fat and target body fat was 22%. For pregnant bears, initial body fat was 22%
and target body fat at 35%. For lactating bears, initial body fat was 35% and target body
fat was 22%

2.4 Model calibration

The model was calibrated and adjusted using two empirical studies of brown bears
(Hilderbrand et al., 1999a; Robbins et al., 2007). Details are presented in Appendix 4-E.
In these studies, captive bears were used in feeding trials for ~14 days to assess the
effects of different diets on gains in body mass.
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We replicated the conditions described in these studies (e.g. diet information; period of
year; initial bear body mass) and compared the model outcome with their results. Four
diets were used in the simulated experiments: white-tailed deer diet from Hilderbrand et
al. (1999a), and berry-diet, salmon-diet, salmon and fruit diet from Robbins et al. (2007).

2.5 Sensitivity analysis

We used a Sensitivity Index (Sx) to estimate the impact of parameters on model outputs
(Bendoricchio and Jorgensen, 2001). This Index relates changes in a variable’s response
with changes in the parameter (equation 22).
Eq.20 Sx = [(RV1 – RV0)/RV0] / [(P1-P0)/P0]

where RV0 is the response variable in the base condition, RV1 is the response variable
after changing the parameter, P0 is the parameter in the base condition and P1 is the
parameter change with all other parameters kept constant. Sensitivity was assessed for
four model parameters (Table 4-2) with an increase and decrease in parameters of 10%,
25% and 50%. A neutral diet scenario with medium level of digestible energy and
digestible protein was used with the response variable being “total food intake”.

2.6 Model simulation experiments

Two factors are considered in the simulation experiment: thirteen different bear diets
(nine hypothetical and four brown bear diets) and three different target body masses (3
levels). In each experimental scenario 100 repetitions were run. Sources of variability are
in diet information (Appendix 4-A), energy and protein cost of lactation (Appendix 4-D)
and EUN (equation 18).
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2.6.1 Bear diets

Two set of diets were used to explore the relationship between bear diet and physiology,
as well as its effects on the dynamics of body mass. First, we used a simple representation
of bear diets in order to control for nutritional variables (Hypothetical diets). Second, we
used the observed bear diets in the Foothill and Mountains of Alberta (Munro et al.,
2006), the Flathead of southeast British Columbia (McLellan and Hovey, 1995), and the
Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem female diet (USA, Fortin et al., 2013). Inputs for bear
diets were based on information from Chapter 3 and are presented in Appendix 4-A.

2.6.1.1 Hypothetical diets

Nine diets were created based on the combination of three levels of energy (E) and three
levels of protein content (P). Levels were denominated as: high (H), medium (M) and low
(L).

Energy levels were: Low E = 600, Medium E = 1200, and High E = 2400 kcal/kg fresh
diet. Protein levels were defined in a fresh food base (%/kgFF) and dry matter base
(%/kgDM); Low P = 5% (kgFF) and 10% (DM); Medium P = 10% (kgFF) and 35%
(DM), High P = 15% (kgFF) and 60% (DM).

Other nutritional values were set at: DM = 20%; DMDig = 70%; ProtDig = 80%; EDig =
80%. All nutritional values were kept constant through the active period. Values
represent the range of variation among the bear diets in Alberta, Flathead, and Greater
Yellowstone Ecosystems (Chapter 3)

2.6.1.2 Observed brown bear diets

Four known bear diets were also simulated. These diets resemble the bear food habits in
the Foothill and Mountain in Alberta (Canada, Munro et al. 2006), Flathead in southeast
British Columbia (Canada, McLellan and Hovey, 1995), and female bears in the Greater
Yellowstone Ecosystem (Fortin et al., 2013). Nutritional information is based on a fresh
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diet base and dietary protein content in a dry matter base was also used to estimate the
Diet-PC.

2.6.2 Reproductive conditions and target body mass.

Three reproductive conditions were simulated, Non-lactating, Pregnant and Lactating.
When the simulation experiment was run for a ‘Lactating’ bear with the diets of Alberta
(Foothill and Mountain) and the Flathead, results indicated that individuals were not able
to reach the body target mass (100 kg of lean mass and 22% of denning body fat).
Therefore we increased the denning body fat content (initial conditions) until bears were
able to reach this target body mass resulting in 45% of initial denning body fat necessary.
Therefore, the initial conditions for the simulation experiments are:
-

Initial lean mass and target body lean mass was 100 kg under all scenarios.

-

Non-Lactating: initial fat content and target body fat was 22%.

-

Pregnant: initial fat content was 22% and target body fat was 35% for the GYE diet
and 45% for the Alberta and Flathead diets.

-

Lactating: initial fat content was 22%. Target body fat was 35% for GYE diets and
45% for the Alberta and Flathead diets.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Calibration and sensitivity

Regressions obtained in the simulation feeding trial experiments were able to estimate the
efficiency of gain (slope of the regression) but they overestimate the maintenance cost
(g/kg0.75/day) for the salmon-berry diet and salmon diet and underestimate the
maintenance cost for the deer-diet (Table 4-1).

The model was sensitive to the energy digestibility and dry matter content (Table 4-2).
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3.2 Energetic reproductive cost

Under simulation conditions which assumes a bear body size ~120-170kg, the total
lactation cost per cub (hibernation + active period) was 687,898 (SD = 14,464) kcal and
33.9 (SD = 0.9) kg of protein. Maximum lactation cost was ~4,000 kcal/per cub/day and
~300 gr of protein/per cub/day (Fig.4-2a). These results consider the efficiency of milk
production (0.85). During the active period the lactation cost for two cubs born 74 days
before emergence as 1,274,792 (SD = 31,871) kcal and 60.7 (SD = 1.7) kg of protein.

Intake of food items necessary to supply maximum energy (~4,000 kcal/per cub/day) and
protein demand per day (200gr of protein/ per cub/day) was estimated using the digestible
energy and digestible protein per food item (Chapter 3). As expected, higher levels of
digestible energy and protein in food items decreased the amount of food necessary to
supply lactation cost. Ungulates, pine nuts, and trout required lower levels of food intake
to supply energy and protein (Fig. 4-2b).

3.3 Hypothetical diets
Energy demand varies between 0.8 - 3.4 kcal x 106 for Non-lactating and between 1.1 3.6 kcal x 106 for Pregnant bears. Differences in the energy requirements were mainly
due to the impact of the dietary protein content, which ranges between 0.14 – 2.5 kcal x
106 for both reproductive strategies (Fig 4-3a, b).

In a protein balanced diet (PC = 20%), the increase in energy demand from non-lactating
to pregnant conditions was ~ 12%. Increase in energy demand from non-lactating to
lactating bear was between 180% and 225%.

Target body mass was not reached in diets with low energy levels and high or low protein
levels (HP-LE and LP-LE; Fig. 4-2a, b, c). Target body mass was also not reached at
medium energy level and when energy requirement increases due to an increase in the
body mass target or lactation, (Fig. 4-2b, c). These results emerge as a consequence of the
stomach capacity constraint. Total protein requirements were 12.9 kg (SD=0.19) for Nonlactating and Pregnant bears. From this, total growth requirements were ~6.7 kg and
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maintenance requirements were ~6.2 kg (SD=0.19). For lactating bears, protein
requirements were 72.2 kg (SD=1.08). Protein requirement increased five-fold between
non-lactating to lactating bears.

3.4 Bear diets among ecosystems

Non-lactating and Pregnant bears were able to reach target body mass using the four bear
diets. Lactating bears using the GYE and Flathead diet were able to reach the target body
mass starting with 35% of denning body fat.

Lactating bears using Alberta diets had to increase their denning body fat to 45% to reach
target body mass. Under these diets, individual body mass gain was constrained by the
combination of available nutritional conditions, high energy requirements for lactation
and the bears’ physiology. Lactating bears must use body tissue to support lactation after
den emergence.
For the Non-lactating scenario, total energy demand varied between 0.9 - 1.4 kcal x 106.
Major differences were due to the impact of dietary protein content which contributed
from 20% in the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem to 44% in the Mountain ecosystems
(Fig. 4-4a). The increase in energy requirements for a non-lactating to pregnant bears was
55% for the AB-Foothill, 43% for the AB-Mountain, 27% for the Flathead, and 33% for
GYE ecosystems. In the Foothill and Mountain ecosystems, the higher increase in energy
demands were due to the increase in the fat mass target from 35% to 45% of denning fat
(Fig. 4-4a, b). The increase in energy requirements from a non-lactating to a lactating
bears was 109% for the AB-Foothill, 97% for the AB-Mountain, 106% for the Flathead,
and 155% for GYE ecosystems (Fig. 4-4a, c).

4. DISCUSSION

The interaction between brown bear physiology and nutritional quality of food available
affect bear mass gain dynamics and thus have important consequences to female
reproductive success. Dietary energy and protein content, together with stomach capacity
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were key factors constraining fat and lean mass gain. These factors are important on
maintenance cost and mass gain (Rode and Robbins, 2000; Robbins et al., 2007;
Erlenbach et al., 2014), but their impacts in bear reproductive success independently or
interactively have not been studied.

Under low quality diets (lower nutrient content) individuals are forced to increase their
food intake to support energetic demands (Barboza et al., 2009). Food intake is affected
by the organism’s life history traits including mouth volume, bite rate size, digestive tract
capacity, and time for digestion (Rode and Robbins 2001; Barboza et al., 2009). The
model developed here simplified these factors into the “stomach capacity” parameter,
which defines the maximum amount of food that an individual can eat in a day (kg/day).
Under simulated conditions, when digestible energy is low (<=600 kcal/kg of fresh diet),
nutrient intake is limited by the stomach capacity restricting the ability to reach minimum
levels of body reserves to support hibernation. This constraint also emerges when
digestible energy is moderate (1200 kcal/kg of fresh diet), but energy requirements
increase due to an increase in target body mass or lactation. Because energy requirements
are proportional to the individual body mass, it is expected that minimum threshold in
digestible energy increases in accordance to the increase of body size.

Energy content has a positive effect on the nutritional quality of a bear’s diet, but protein
content has a contradictory role. High protein levels help support the elevated protein
demands for lactation, although high or low levels of protein increase the energy
requirements for maintenance in a quantity that restricts body mass gain. In our
simulations, lactating bears were most affected by high protein diets being unable to
reach minimum body mass reserves necessary to support maintenance cost during
hibernation.

Lactation is the most expensive energetic cost during mammal reproduction (Robbins,
1993; Laurenson, 1995). Increase in energy expenditure for lactating individuals can go
from 2 to 5 times above BMR (Hanwell and Peaker 1977; Oftedal, 1985; Laurenson,
1995). In our assessment, energy requirements for lactating brown bears were 1 to 2 times
higher than that for non-lactating bears. Protein requirements for lactating bears were 5
times higher than for non-lactating bears. The importance of protein in reproductive
success has been illustrated for other large mammals such as ungulates (Barboza and
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Parker, 2008; Parker et al., 2009), seals (Oftedal, 1999; Verrier et al., 2011), and giant
panda (Ailuropoda melanoleuca; Pan et al., 1988). For lactating brown bears, protein
requirements during hibernation represent 12-45% of total body mass loss (López-Alfaro
et al., 2013). Bears give birth to very altricial cubs (Ramsay and Dunbrack, 1986), thus
protein resources are critical for neonate’s growth and survival (Derocher and Stirling,
1996) after den emergence. Despite evidence for the role of proteins in mammals’
reproductive success, there is a lack of attention in nutritional studies (Parker et al.,
2009). This also extends to bears. For example, most of the food and nutritional studies of
brown bears focus their analysis on the food energy content and fat accumulation during
summer and early fall, overlooking the relevance of food protein content and lean mass
accumulation early in the season (Ferguson and McLoughlin, 2000; Bojarska and Selva,
2011; McLellan, 2011).

To meet lactation requirements, females must increase their food intake, mobilize body
reserves or a combination of both. An increase in food intake during lactation has been
observed in other species (Oftedal, 1999), e.g. cheetahs (Acinonyx jubatus) double their
food intake during lactation (Laurenson, 1995), koalas (Phascolarctos cinereus) during
the peak of lactation increase food intake by ~40% (Krockenberger, 2003), and humans
increase their energy intake by ~23% (Prentice and Prentice, 1988). In our simulations,
bears increase their food intake from 60% to 150% depending on the nutritional quality of
their diet.

Model results shows that in poor nutritional ecosystems the increase in food intake was
insufficient to cover lactation cost. This can be illustrated in the Mountain ecosystems of
Alberta where lactating females need to eat 20 kg of roots a day only to supply the milk
protein requirements for one cub. As a consequence, in poor nutritional ecosystems,
lactating bears need to accumulate higher levels of denning body fat to be able to use as a
reserve to support lactation after den emergence. The use of body tissue to support milk
production is common not only among fasting species, but also among species with high
energy requirements. For example, among fasting species, seals (Arctocephalus gazelle;
Cystophora cirstata; Halichoerus grypus; Mirounga angustirostris) and black bears
(Ursus americanus) transfer between ~20-35% of body fat and between ~5-25% of lean
tissue to support lactation (Oftedal, 1999). Dairy cows also benefit from mass gain
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before lactation because food intake is insufficient to support high levels of milk
production (Remppis et al., 2011)

There are three adaptive reproductive strategies that brown bears can use in poor
nutritional environment. First, increase birth-interval in order to have more seasons to
accumulate body reserves. Longer birth-interval has been observed in brown bear
populations under low nutritional quality or seasonality (Ferguson and McLoughlin,
2000; Garshelis et al., 2005). For example, a brown population in Banff National Park
(Canada) that is located in Mountain ecosystems of Alberta that lack nutritious foods and
overall have a low nutritional quality (Munro et al., 2006; Chapter 3). Birth-interval in
this population is ~5 years (Garshelis et al., 2005), which is one of the longest observed
in North America (Ferguson and McLoughlin, 2000). Second, bears in poor nutritional
environments can reduce investment in lactation. Cubs of lean mothers grow slower than
cubs of fat mothers during hibernation, which might be consequence of later birth and/or
low quantity/quality of the milk (Robbins et al., 2012). Thus, it is expected that after den
emergence, milk production can be adjusted according to the nutritional resources
available for the mother. Third, bears in poor nutritional environments can decrease litter
size. Hilderbrand et al. (1999b) found an inverse relation among dietary meat (e.g. as a
surrogate of high levels of digestible energy and protein, Chapter 3) and litter size. These
three adaptive strategies have effect individual reproductive success, which influences the
population growth rate and therefore population dynamics.

Our results suggest that brown bear populations in Alberta are highly limited by bottomup controls. The low nutritional condition in Alberta has two consequences for
management. First, is a limitation in the number of individuals than can be sustained in
these ecosystems (carrying capacity), especially when compared to better nutritional
environments such as the Flathead or GYE. Second, is an expected low rate of population
growth and thus slower recovery rates for persecuted populations than observed
elsewhere like the GYE. Human-induced mortalities in Alberta might therefore have a
greater effect on population recovery than elsewhere (Garshelis et al., 2005).
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4.1 Conclusions

Understanding how landscapes and individual physiology interact to affect individual
nutrition allows us to better understand population-level processes. For brown bears,
interactions between their digestive tract capacity and food resources constraints that
affect their ability to acquire the energy and protein influence reproductive success.

Due to the importance of protein in lactation and in energy requirements, we suggest that
bear food habits and nutritional studies should consider this component, especially during
spring and summer when individuals accumulate lean mass and lactation peaks.

Brown bear population recovery in Alberta must consider the nutritional limitations faced
by these populations and how they might vary among ecosystems or management areas.
When estimating the carrying capacity of brown bears it is necessary to integrate other
aspects of the landscape and species traits such as: food productivity, spatial and temporal
distribution of food resources, foraging efficiencies and competition.
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Table 4-1: Model calibration results. Model simulations were obtained by replicating
the conditions of empirical studies. Regressions were obtained with 20 days of
measurement replicating empirical studies conditions.
Empirical
study

Diet

Empirical study
results

Model simulation
results

Robbins et al., 2007

Salmon-Berry

∆BM = 0.106 x DigEintk – 10.8

∆BM = 0.103 x DigEintk – 13.4

Robbins et al., 2007

Salmon

∆BM = 0.093 x DigEintk – 21.5

∆BM = 0.095 x DigEintk – 21.5

Robbins et al., 2007

Berry

∆BM = 0.053 x DigEintk – 14.4

∆BM = 0.073 x DigEintk – 20.2

Hilderbrand et al.,
1999a

Deer

∆BM = 0.93 x DigDMintk – 32.5

∆BM = 0.88 x DigDMintk – 21.8

∆BM = change in body mass (g/kg0.75/day); DigDMintk = Digestible dry matter intake (g/kg0.75/day);
DigEintk = Digestible energy intake (kcal/kg0.75/day)

Table 4-2: Sensitivity analysis results. Sensitivity analysis represents the variation in the
“fresh food intake” due to changes in model parameter. “Parameter value” represents the
original value of the parameter as used in the model experiments.

Change in the parameter
Parameters

Parameter
value

-50%

-25%

-10%

+10%

+25%

+50%

MaxDigCap

Eq.8

0.04

0.01

0.00

0.01

0.01

0.01

DM

0.25

-0.15

-0.10

-1.15

-0.07

-0.06

-0.05

DMDig

0.50

0.07

0.07

0.01

0.07

0.07

0.07

EDig

0.55

-0.90

-1.40

-0.13

-0.96

-0.84

-0.69
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Figure 4-1: Model diagram and schedule. The model starts with the inputs and initial
conditions on day 1 (see 2.3.1; target gain sub-model). Day one hibernation starts and
follows the schedule described in López-Alfaro et al. (2013). During the active period,
each day the model starts estimating the daily food intake (food intake sub-model).
Energy and protein costs for maintenance are estimated based on the actual body mass
and diet characteristic. Energy and protein costs for reproduction are estimated based on
the lactation day. The model balances the total energy and protein intake with the
energetic requirements to estimate the total energy and protein available for growth
(energy balance, protein balance and reproduction sub-models). Lean and fat mass gain
are estimated based on the available resources and target gains. Finally lean and fat mass
gain or losses are incorporated in the body mass. Then a new day starts. (Fig. 4-1)
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Figure 4-2a: Energy and protein requirements for lactation. Lactation energetic costs
were based Farley and Robbins (1995) and values were adjusted to the length of the
active period (185 days). Estimation includes “milk conversion parameter (0.85; Blaxter,
1989)”

Figure 4-2b: Amount of food (kg) necessary to supply maximum milk requirements per
cub. Maximum energy requirement is 4000 kcal/day and maximum protein requirement
is 0.2 kg/day. Digestible energy and digestible protein per food item was obtained from
Chapter 3. Berries were not considered for protein assessment due to their low protein
content.

Vegetation (1) = green vegetation in spring and early summer. Vegetation (2) = green vegetation in summer
and late summer. Vegetation (3) = green vegetation in late summer and early fall.
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Figure 4-3: Denning body mass (primary axis Y) and energy requirements (secondary
axis Y) for Non-lactating (a), Pregnant (b), and Lactating (c) bears under different neutral
diets. Energetic requirements are measure during the active period and varied with the
diet and target body mass. Lean and fat represent the body mass reached at the active
period (before the next hibernation). “Maintenance” includes basic metabolic rate and
activity cost in captivity. “Diet” represents the increase in maintenance cost due to the
dietary protein content. “Urinary losses” is based on the energy intake. “Gain” represents
energy content of the lean and mass gain during the active period. Lactation represents
the energy cost of milk production (Appendix 4-D). Diets represent the combination of
three levels (low, medium, and high) of energy (E) and protein (P) content.

nitial denning body mass and target lean mass was 100 kg. For Non-lactating (a) initial fat mass and target
body fat was 22%. For Pregnant (b) initial body fat was 22% and target body fat was 35%. For Lactating (c)
initial body fat was 35% and target body fat was 22%.
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Figure 4-4: Denning body mass (primary axis Y) and energy requirements (secondary
axis Y) for Non-lactating (a), Pregnant (b), and Lactating (c) bears under different diets.
Energetic requirements are measure during the active period and varied with the diet and
target body mass. Lean and fat represent the body mass reached during the active period
(before the next hibernation). Maintenance” includes basic metabolic rate and activity
cost in captivity. “Diet” represents the increase in maintenance cost due to the dietary
protein content. “Urinary losses” is based on the energy intake. “Gain” represents energy
content of the lean and mass gain during the active period. Lactation represents the
energy cost of milk production. Diets resemble the food habits in the Foothill and
Mountain ecosystems of Alberta (Canada, Munro et al., 2006), Flathead of southeast
British Columbia (McLellan and Hovey, 1995), and GYE (female diet, Fortin et al.,
2013).

Initial denning body mass and target lean mass was 100 kg. For Non-lactating (a) initial fat mass and target
body fat was 22%. For Pregnant (b) initial body fat was 22% and target body fat was 45% for the Foothill,
Mountain and Flathead and 35% for GYE-Female scenarios. For Lactating initial body fat was 45% for the
Foothill, Mountain and Flathead and 35% for GYE-Female scenario and target body fat was 22%.
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CHAPTER 5

GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this thesis I explored how the interaction between the physiology of the brown bears
and the nutritional quality of the bear’s habitat influence body mass of bears and thus
reproductive success. This work allows us to understand how population properties
emerge from the interactions between individuals and their environment (Grimm and
Railsback, 2005). This work also helps reveal how brown bears adapt to environmental
variability and how they might respond to landscape changes.

To address the objectives of my dissertation, I used system dynamics modelling to
integrate nutritional, physiological and ecological characteristics of brown bears, together
with their landscape. The model simulates the transfer of energy and protein from the
environment to the individual, accounting for allocation in maintenance, growth and
reproduction. Because the model assesses energy, it uses the same principles commonly
used in energetic and dynamic energy budget (DEB) studies (Kooijman, 2000). For
example, it divides the animal’s body mass into structural and storage components, and it
assumes that the composition of both components remains constant (Kooijman, 2000).
The model developed in this dissertation differs, however, from other studies in
simultaneously assessing the transfer and allocation of protein. To my knowledge, the
incorporation of nutritional components other than energy has not been widely applied in
energetic studies. This characteristic of the model allowed me to detect key factors that
traditional energetic studies would not have captured. For example, it revealed the
importance of protein in reproductive success.

1. FINDINGS AND FUTURE STEPS

In this section I will discuss my findings in a broader perspective, and I will consider
some of the future steps that can be taken to enhance our understanding of bear-habitat
relationships and its influence on the reproductive success of bears.
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1.1 Energetic components of hibernation

I started my research by assessing the energetic-reproductive trade-off that occurs during
hibernation. Several of the energetic components of hibernation among bears have been
studied. These include measurements of the metabolic rate and body mass loss (Watts and
Cuvler 1988; Watts and Jonkel 1988; Watts, 1990; Atkinson et al., 1996; Hilderbrand et
al., 2000; Tøien et al., 2011) and reproductive components such as energy and protein
content in fetus growth and milk production (Oftedal, 1993; Farley and Robbins 1995).
The relationship between maternal condition and cub growth has been previously
illustrated elsewhere (Derocher and Stirling 1996; 1988; Robbins et al., 2012b),
demonstrating the importance of maternal body condition on reproductive success.

Despite knowledge of these key relationships, no previous effort has been made to
integrate, in a comprehensive way, these relationships or to explore the energetic tradeoffs that occur during hibernation among brown bears. The use of a mechanistic
dynamics model allowed me to examine constraints between reproductive investment
(litter size and length of lactation) and environmental conditions (length of hibernation).
Energy and protein costs of reproduction, and the minimum denning body fat content
required for reproduction, were assessed using the mechanistic dynamics model. To my
knowledge these calculations have not been made for this species before. Assessment of
model performance revealed that the model produced realistic results and since the
principles applied were general, it can be easily adapted to other bear species.

Regardless of the effectiveness of model predictions, there are two aspects that require
further study: lean tissue depletion and lactation cost. Both the threshold under which
lean tissue is used as an energy source and the threshold of lean mass loss that determines
individual survival have a high impact on model outputs, and therefore on the bears’
energetic balance. Knowledge of body composition of bears will be helpful in defining
the “structural” body mass and survival threshold of body mass loss (Molnár, 2010).

Lactation cost was assessed for a maximum of 74 days, but it is expected that bear
populations with longer hibernation periods (e.g. in northern latitudes) also have an
extended lactation period in the den and thus have higher energetic costs for lactation.
Another aspect that requires further study is how maternal condition influences the
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amount and quality of the milk (Robbins et al., 2012b) given that this largely influences
cub growth.

1.2 Nutritional quality of bear diets

In the second step of my dissertation, I explored the nutritional differences of bear diets in
different ecosystems where interior populations of brown bears have been well-studied
and related this to differences in life history traits and population density. Previous
studies have examined differences in brown bear diets and revealed their correlation with
reproductive success and population parameters such as density (Hilderbrand et al.,
1999b; Ferguson and McLoughlin, 2000; Bojarska and Selva, 2011; McLellan, 2011).
However, these differences have not been previously quantified or assessed for the entire
active period.

The use of bear food habits and food nutritional information was insufficient to quantify
and compare the nutritional quality of bear diets. To resolve this, I integrated nutritional
information using a dynamic model that assesses the digestible energy and protein per
kilogram of fresh diet. I applied this method to three well-studied interior bear
ecosystems in western North America, the Alberta foothill and mountain ecosystem, the
Flathead ecosystem of southeastern British Columbia and the Greater Yellowstone
Ecosystem.

Model results revealed that differences in digestible energy between the Yellowstone and
Alberta Mountain diet were 3-fold, while there was a 6-fold difference in digestible
protein. The model also identified key food resources and predicted the nutritional
consequences of reductions in consumption of nutritious foods, such as the loss of trout
and whitebark nuts in the Great Yellowstone Ecosystem.

Previous comparative studies have focused on one or two food items. This study
integrates the whole diet and it extends throughout the entire active season. This allows
us to gain a wider perspective about the nutritional patterns of brown bear diets. Future
research should be directed at obtaining information on bear food habits over the entire
active period, and at increasing the nutritional information for bear food items.
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1.3 Brown bears’ energetic balance

In the final step of my research, I explored how the interactions between bear physiology
and ecology, and nutritional landscape, influence individual body mass gain and therefore
reproductive success. Previous studies have shown the impact of nutritional quality on
bear body mass gain, and have examined physiological limitations on nutrient intake
(Welch et al., 1997; Hilderbrand et al., 1999a; Rode et al., 2001; Felicetti et al., 2003;
Robbins et al., 2007; Erlenbach et al., 2014). No studies have, however, integrated this
information into a comprehensive framework to explore individual constraints on energy
and protein acquisition and allocation.

I used a mechanistic model that simulates the lean and fat mass dynamics over a one year
period extending from hibernation to the next hibernation period. Results show an
interaction between the nutritional quality of the diet, the bear’s digestive capacity and
the individual requirements that constrain body mass gain. Results also reveal the
mechanisms influencing low reproductive success by bears in poor nutritional ecosystems
(low digestible energy and protein). This is an important first step toward a deeper
understanding of how processes at the population level emerge from interactions between
physiology of bears and their nutritional landscape.

The model has also been helpful in pointing to further knowledge gaps, including:

a) Energy expenditure: The model estimates the basic metabolic rate (BMR) using a
general carnivorous equation (McNab, 2008). Obtaining the specific measurements of
BMR for ursid species will be beneficial to improving predictions and estimates of
energetic studies (e.g. Mólnar et al., 2009; 2010; Robbins et al., 2012a; present study)

b) Reproductive costs: Only one previous study has measured milk composition among
brown bears (Farley and Robbins, 1995), while another one has related maternal
conditions to milk production (Robbins et al., 2012b). This lack of information on
milk composition and maternal condition also extends to other ursid species (e.g. few
studies have measured milk composition in polar bears (Baker et al., 1963; Derocher
et al., 1993; Arnould and Ramsay, 1994). Future research should focus on the cost of
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lactation under different environmental conditions and explore how investments in
lactation vary depending on maternal condition, body size and length of hibernation.
c) Lean and fat dynamics: Results demonstrate that lean tissue and fat reserves are
equally important for reproductive success among bears. Composition of the mass
gain (lean vs. fat) also has important effects on the energetic balance (Chapter 4).
Studies have illustrated seasonal differences in the dynamics of lean and fat
accumulation (Hilderbrand et al., 1999a; Felicetti et al., 2003; McLellan, 2011).
However, there are still knowledge gaps in our understanding of how this process
operates across the entire active period, as well as the influence of the diet on mass
gain composition.

2. MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS FOR BROWN BEAR POPULATIONS IN
ALBERTA

In 2008 a recovery plan for grizzly bears in Alberta was published (ASRD, 2008).
Among the strategies suggested were development of land planning tools and the
reduction in human-bear conflict. Priority areas for conservation were defined using
parameters related to human-induced mortalities and the presence of food resources
(Nielsen et al., 2009; 2010). The models that I have developed can be used to improve
these tools. For example, using the information on the presence of food (Nielsen et al.,
2010) and the landscape model developed in Chapter 3, it is possible to estimate the
spatial and temporal distribution of the digestible energy and digestible protein in the
landscape.

Human-induced mortalities have been recognized as the main threat to bear populations
in Alberta. However, previous studies have pointed to the nutritional limitation of these
ecosystems (Munro et al., 2006; Nielsen et al., 2010). My results suggest that the
nutritional conditions in Alberta’s ecosystems limit the reproductive rates of brown bears.
From a management perspective there are two consequences: reduced carrying capacity
and slower rates of population recovery.
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Nutritional carrying capacity can be understood as the relationship between the individual
nutrient requirement and the supply of nutrients from its environment (Schwartz and
Hobbs, 1995). Low levels of digestible energy and protein in Alberta's ecosystems limit
the numbers of bears that can be sustained within the province. Estimates of the
nutritional carrying capacity can be done using the individual energetic requirements
estimated in Chapter 4, and the spatial and temporal variations on digestible energy and
digestible protein as nutrient supply.

Slow reproductive rates directly influence the rates of population recovery. Because
brown bear population in Alberta are also affected by human-induced mortalities, further
studies are necessary to explore the relative importance of nutritional (bottom-up) and
mortality-related (top-down) factors on population recovery.

3. FINAL CONCLUSIONS

Wildlife ecology and management generally work at the level of populations focussing on
aspects such as population viability and distribution (Grimm and Railsback, 2005).
However, population properties emerge as a consequence of the interactions among
individuals and their environment (Robbins, 1993; Barbosa et al., 2009). Understanding
the mechanisms and the constraints of this interaction allows us to fully comprehend the
dynamics of, and evolutionary processes affecting, populations.

Using simulation models, I integrated existing knowledge of the ecology and physiology
of brown bears to explore mechanisms influencing the dynamics of body mass under
different environmental conditions. The results have contributed to our understanding of
how the environment influences population patterns observed in this species.

Energetic, nutritional and physiological studies are increasingly used to predict how
populations will respond to landscape disturbances (Homyack, 2010). Model simulations,
together with empirical data, help provide some of these answers (Molnár, 2010). As my
dissertation demonstrates, interactions and collaborations among different research areas
can enhance our capacity to understand and provide solutions for a living and changing
planet.
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APPENDIX 4-A
DIET INFORMATION

Figure 4-A1: Nutritional characteristic of bear diets in different ecosystems, in a fresh
matter base. Diets resemble the food habits in the Foothill (a) and Mountain (b)
ecosystems of Alberta (Canada, Munro et al., 2006), Flathead (c) of southeast British
Columbia (McLellan and Hovey, 1995), and GYE (d) (female diet, Fortin et al., 2013).
Dry matter (DM, %), dry matter digestibility (DMDig, %), energy content (GrossE,
kcal/kg), energy digestibility (EDig, %), protein content (PC, %), protein digestibility
(PDig, %)
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Figure 4-A2: Nutritional characteristic of bear diets in different ecosystems, in a dry
matter base. Diets resemble the food habits in the Foothill (a) and Mountain (b)
ecosystems of Alberta (Canada, Munro et al., 2006), Flathead (c) of southeast British
Columbia (McLellan and Hovey, 1995), and GYE (d) (female diet, Fortin et al., 2013).
Dry matter (DM, %), dry matter digestibility (DMDig, %), energy content (GrossE,
kcal/kg), energy digestibility (EDig, %), protein content (PC, %), protein digestibility
(PDig, %)
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APPENDIX 4-B
PROPORTION OF LEAN AND MASS GAIN

The proportion of the lean and fat mass gain (%) during the active period follows a
sigmoidal function. For lean mass gain, the highest rate of gain occurs during spring and
early summer and for fat mass gain, the highest rate of gain occurs during late summer
and early fall or hyperphagia period (Hilderbrand et al., 1999a; Felicetti et al., 2003).

The shape of the sigmoidal curve is dominated by two parameters: inflexion point and
slope. The inflexion point represents the highest rate of mass gain and slope represents
the average rate of gain. Days of active period was set at 185. Equation 4-A1 is the
generic function for a sigmoidal curve. Equation 4-A2 is the curve used to estimate the
proportion of lean mass gain, inflexion point was 80 and slope was 4 (equation) and
equation 4-A2 (Figure 4-A1).
Equation 4-A3 is the curve used to estimate the e proportion of fat mass gain, inflexion
point was 120 and slope was 5 (Figure 4-A2).
Eq. 4-B1 = 100 / {1 + [(active period – actual day) / (active period – inflexion)]slope}
Eq. 4-B2 = 100 / {1 + [(185 – actual day) / (185 – 80]4}
Eq. 4-B3 = 100 / {1 + [(185 – actual day) / (185 – 120)]4}
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Figure 4-B1: Proportion of lean mass gain.

Figure 4-B2: Proportion of fat mass gain
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APPENDIX 4-C
STOMACH CAPACITY ALGORITHM

The model used a simplified structure to estimate the maximum food intake per day that
is based on the stomach capacity (StmCap). Previous studies have shown that the
maximum daily food intake (kg fresh food/day) varies between 10 to 35% of the body
mass depending on the type of diet and the period of the active phase (Hilderbrand et al.,
1999a; Welch et al., 2001, Rode et al., 2001; Erlenbach et al., 2014). During summer and
early fall brown bears increase their food intake, period known as the hyperphagia phase.

To cover both aspects I used an algorithm that determines the maximum digestive
capacity (MaxDigCap) depending on the day. This algorithm was adjusted in the
calibration and parameterization process, details are presented in Appendix 4-E.

Result:
MaxDigCap follows a sigmoidal curve (Figure 4-B1) and the shape of the curve is
dominated by two parameters: inflexion point and slope. The inflexion point represents
the highest rate of food intake and slope represents the rate of food intake. Days of active
period was set at 185. Figure 4-B1 represents the MaxDigCap parameter depending on
the day of the active period, inflexion point was 50 and slope was 1.5 (equation 4-B2).
Eq. 4-C2 = 30 / {1 + [(185 – actual day) / (185 – 50)]1.5}
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Figure 4-C: Maximum digestive capacity parameter (MaxDigCap).
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APPENDIX 4-D
ADJUST OF LACTATION COST

Farley and Robbins (1995) measured the energy and the protein intake per cub in
mother’s milk during 300 days; 60 days during the hibernation and 240 days during the
active period. Because the model uses a different length of hibernation and active period
it was necessary to adjust the curves of energy and protein intake to the model conditions.

Simulation conditions were: 256 days of lactation in total; 74 days during the hibernation
and 184 days during the active period. To adjust the curves I assumed that the total
energy and protein intake are the same as Farley and Robbins (1995), but the costs
distribute different. Also I kept the energy and protein lactation costs low during the
hibernation phase.

The first step was to estimate the total energy (kcal) and protein intake (kg) using the
information presented in Farley and Robbins (1995). For this purpose I obtained the
regression curve for the energy and protein intake depending on the day (Fig. 4-C1a,b).
Second, I obtained the integral of these regressions to estimate the energy intake
(kcal/day/cub) and the protein intake (gr/day/cub) in 300 days. Equation 1 is the
regression curve of the energy intake (kcal/day/cub), and equation 2 is the integral of this
regression. Equation 3 is the regression curve of the protein intake (gr/day/cub) and
equation 4 is the integral of this regression. X in day of lactation or cub age. Energy
intake in 300 days is ~584,576 (resolving equation 4-C2) and protein demand ~28.6
(resolving equation 4-C4).

Eq. 4-D1

Energy = -0.0009 × X3 + 0.2712 × X2 -2.2021 × X+217.9

Eq. 4-D2 ∫ (energy) = -0.0009 × X4/4 + 0.2712 × X3/3 -2.2021 × X2/2+217.9 × X

Eq. 4-D3

Protein = -0.00005 × X3 + 0.0145 × X2 - 0.1389 × X + 18.753

Eq. 4-D4

∫ (protein) = -0.00005 × X4/4 + 0.0145 × X3/3 - 0.1389 × X2/2 + 18.753 × X
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Figure 4-D1: Daily energy (a) and protein (b) intake per cub from maternal milk.
Regressions curves were draw from Fraley and Robbins (1995).

Third, I distributed the total energy and protein intake in 74 days during the hibernation
and 184 days during the active period (Fig. 4-D2 a,b). I used the same level of variation
showed in Farley and Robbins (1995). I ran 100 repetitions. To estimate the lactation cost
the model uses and efficiency parameter of 0.85 (Blaxter, 1989), that represent the
efficiency of converting maternal tissue into milk.
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Figure 4-D2: Daily energy (a) and protein (b) intake per cub used in the model
simulation (continues line). Curves are based on Fraley and Robbins (1995; segmented
lines) and they were adjusted to the length of the lactation period in the simulated
conditions.
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APPENDIX 4-E
MODEL CALIBRATION AND PARAMETERIZATION

This appendix details the method and results for the model calibration and
parameterization. Parameterization was developed for curves that describe the proportion
of fat and lean mass gain, stomach capacity and standing cost. General results for the
curves of fat and lean mass gain, are presented on Appendix 4-B, and results for the
stomach capacity is presented on Appendix 4-C.

To calibrate and parameterize the model I used two previous empirical studies of brown
bears: Hilderbrand et al. (1999a), and Robbins et al. (2007). These studies used captive
bears in feeding trials for ~10 to 14 days. The goal was to assess the effects diets on gains
in body mass. I replicated the conditions described in these feeding trials studies (e.g. diet
information; period of year; initial bear body mass) and compared the model outcome
with their results. I chose the parameter value that gave the most similar result in
comparison to the empirical data.

Information such as initial body mass and body fat content per bear was not reported in
these studies; I assumed therefore these conditions. In all simulated experiments the
model was run for six bears with different body size. Initial body mass were 56, 111, 167,
222, 278 and 333 kg of body mass. Spring body fat content was 10%. Target body mass
was defined as an increase in body lean mass of 20% and reach a fat mass of 40% (Table
4-F1).

I defined the day at which the model starts to simulate each feeding trial experiments
based on the information reported in these studies. This parameter determines the
proportion of lean and fat mass gain (see Fig. 4-E1).

Simulated experiments ran for 20 days for each bear, similar to the experimental trials of
captive bears. Because model simulations have to be adjusted during initial days, the
model was run for 40 days with the first 20 days (initial conditions) eliminated. Empirical
studies reported the body mass gain depending on the digestible dry matter intake or
digestible energy thus I obtained the same regressions to compare results.
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Details of the feeding trials simulation experiments:

Hilderbrand et al. (1999a) studied the diet of white-tailed deer (deer-diet) and chinooksalmon (salmon-diet). Nutritional information is presented on Pritchard and Robbins
(1989). The deer-diet trial was developed early in the season; consequently the model
simulation experiment started on day 30. The salmon-diet trial was developed late in the
season; consequently, model simulation experiment started on day 120.

The Robbins et al. (2007) study compared three diets. The two previous diets
representing the berry-diet from Rode and Robbins (2000) and the salmon-diet from
Hilderbrand et al. (1999a) and a new diet of both salmon and fruit. The trials were
developed in summer and therefore the model simulation started on day 120.

Table 4-E1: Represent initial model conditions used in the simulation of feeding trials
experiments.

Initial conditions (kg)
Bear
number
1
2
3
4
5
6

Target body mass (kg)

Spring
lean

Spring
fat

Spring
BM

Fall
lean

Fall
fat

Fall
BM

50
100
150
200
250
300

6
11
17
22
28
33

56
111
167
222
278
333

60
120
180
240
300
360

40
80
120
160
200
240

100
200
300
400
500
600
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Figure 4-E1: Grey arrows represent the start of the feeding trial experiments. Curves
represent the proportion of the lean and fat mass gain (Appendix 4-A).

Calibration and parameterization results:

Model calibration showed that the best set of parameters was: stomach capacity shown in
Appendix 4-C and the proportion of the lean and fat mass gain are shown in Appendix 4B.

Efficiencies of gain for the salmon-berry-diet and salmon-diet were similar between
simulated and empirical studies. The model overestimates the efficiency of gain for the
berry-diet in 0.02 g (kg0.75/day) and for the deer-diet the model underestimates the
efficiency of gain in 0.05 g (kg0.75/day).

The model overestimates the maintenance cost for the salmon-berry diet in ~28.2 kcal of
digestible energy (kg0.75/day) and for the berry diet in ~5 kcal of digestible energy
(kg0.75/day). The model underestimates the maintenance cost for the salmon-diet in ~29.1
kcal of digestible energy (kg0.75/day) and for the deer-diet in 10 g of dry matter intake
(kg0.75/day)

Differences observed in the maintenance cost between simulation and empirical studies
can be explained by several factors. First, empirical studies do not report or measure
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information that is necessary to include in the model, for example the initial body lean
and fat mass of each bear. Because of this in the simulated experiments initial conditions
were assumed. Second, the model is sensitive to the composition of gain, lean v/s fat
mass, which affect the efficiency of gain.

Figure 4-E2: Model calibration and parameterization results. Feeding trial simulation
experiments are in black circle and regression equation in bold characters. Empirical
studies are in segmented line and italic character. Salmon-Berry, Salmon and Berry diet
from Robbins et al. (2007), Deer diet from Hilderbrand et al. (1999a).

